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Dear friends and colleagues, 

We are delighted to present to you our new rights list for Spring 2019 and would like to invite 
you to find out more about the latest titles as well as strong backlist titles of our imprints

Patmos – Thorbecke – Grünewald – Eschbach – Schwaben – Ver Sacrum

Our list offers a wide range of titles, covering psychology, self-help, memoirs, parenting, spiri-
tuality, religion and theology, as well as gift books and children’s books for First Communion.

Our imprint Thorbecke specializes in books on cookery, lifestyle and gardening, on the one 
hand, as well as books on history and cultural history, on the other hand.

To find out more about our authors and titles, please visit our foreign rights website at www.
verlagsgruppe-patmos.de/foreign_rights.php. A click on the logo of the respective imprint 
on the right-hand side will take you to the specific rights section of each imprint, for example, 
http://www.patmos.de/foreign_rights.php for titles published by our imprint Patmos.

Using the navigation bar on the left-hand side, you can select individual titles from different 
categories. You will then be able to view English summaries, key selling points, up-to-date in-
formation on rights sold as well as biographies of our authors, illustrators and photographers. 
Also, there are information sheets, synopses and sample translations available for download. A 
detailed search function will help you find the information you need even faster!

Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you would like to receive advance materials, reading copies 
or any further information on our titles and upcoming co-editions.

We look forward to hearing from you!

With best wishes,

Foreign Rights Department

Luisa Lehnerer and Sonja Wieland-Hartlieb
lizenzen@verlagsgruppe-patmos.de
t: +49 711 4406 148
f: +49 711 4406 177

Verlagsgruppe Patmos in der Schwabenverlag AG
Senefelderstr. 12
73760 Ostfildern
Germany
www.verlagsgruppe-patmos.de
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Nora-Marie Ellermeyer
Life Fog
How I Survived Burnout and Depression as a Psychotherapist

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1063-6 | Patmos | Hardcover with dust jacket | 180 pages | 
14 x 22 cm | € 20.00
Sold: Korean 

When suddenly nothing works anymore
Burnout and depression can affect anyone. For psychotherapist Nora Ellermayer, sud-
denly, nothing works anymore. She plunged into a deep dark depression that lasted for 
more than a year. 
She reports from two different perspectives in her book. As a psychotherapist, she pro-
vides comprehensive and extensive information about burnout and depression. Sec-
ondly, she describes her path of suffering and healing as someone who is affected by it. 

Susanne Preusker
Seven Hours in April
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0038-5
Patmos
Susanne Preusker experienced a 
catastrophe. At her workplace, a 
high security prison, the psycho-
logist was held captive for seven 
hours by an inmate.
Sold: Dutch, Italian, Korean, 
Film rights | English sample 
translation available 

Andy Holzer
Balancing Act 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0043-9
Patmos 
Blind mountaineer Andy Holzer 
has climbed the world’s highest 
mountain peaks. His optimism 
and mental strength are inspir-
ing.
Sold: Italian, Korean, German 
paperback rights, English sam-
ple translation available

 Nicole Knörr
Lean Years
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0988-3
Patmos
When Nicole was 13 years old 
she started eating less and less. 
With the progression of her an-
orexia, she only consumed 
300ml of non-fat broth. She is 
rushed to the hospital. Just one 
day later would probably have 
meant too late. But Nicole is a 
fighter…

Sabine Mehne
Light Without Shadows 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0162-7
Patmos
Sabine Mehne left her body. 
Suddenly she saw herself from 
above. This book is an authentic 
report of a near-death experi-
ence and life thereafter.
Sold: Czech, German paperback 
rights, English sample transla-
tion available

Brigitte Biermann
Murdered or: The Terror In 
My Marriage
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0974-6
Patmos
Andrea’s marriage is full of hu-
miliation and violence. Her at-
tempts to f lee fail. She sees no 
way out and kills her husband. In 
prison, she writes letters to her 
daughter which encourage a dis-
cussion on guilt and justice.

Peter Schmidt
The Street Collector
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0832-9
Patmos 
Autistic people hate unpredict-
ability. That makes it all the 
more surprising that Peter 
Schmidt, diagnosed with As-
perger’s syndrome, wants to col-
lect all the roads of the world. He 
takes us with him on his bizarre

Gudrun Pflüger
Wolfspirit
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0141-2
Patmos
When diagnosed with an aggres-
sive brain tumor, Pf lüger was 
told she had 18 months left to 
live. Taking the wolf as model, 
she trusts in her own powers of 
self-healing and overcomes her 
illness.
Sold: English (World)
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Wolfspirit
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-014141-1-22

Brigitte Biermann
Murdered or: The Terror In 
My Marriage

Andy Holzer
My Everest
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1093-3
Patmos
In May 2017, mountain climber 
Andy Holzer – who has been 
blind since birth caused a sensa-
tion: He reached the summit of 
Mount Everest, which meant ful-
filling his greatest dream. In this 
book, he describes his spectacu-
lar expedition to the Roof of the 
World.
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▶ An autistic psychotherapist’s life path
▶ Unusual inside views of psychotherapy and 

psychoanalysis
Birgit Saalfrank
I, Birgit, Autist and 
Psychotherapist 

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1117-6
Patmos
Hardcover with dust jacket
240 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 22.00

Birgit Saalfrank, qualified psycholo-
gist and psychological psychotherapist 
with a focus on behavioral therapy, was di-
agnosed with Asperger’s syndrome at the 
age of 39. After a number of inpatient stays 
at psychosomatic and psychiatric clinics, 
she retired early in 2012. Since 2011, she 
has been involved in self-help for Asperg-
er’s. She has been working in a social proj-
ect for people with psychological disorders 
since 2014.

Birgit Saalfrank is a psychotherapist. For years, she lived in various roles: 
competitive athlete, loving partner in a relationship, successful director of a 
psychosocial centre – until everything became too much for her. She be-
came severely depressed.

Then she coincidentally read a book about a woman with Asperger’s syn-
drome and was shocked: “That’s me!” But an autistic psychotherapist – that 
can’t be! Birgit’s world falls apart. At the same time, she began to under-
stand herself better: her relationship problems, the constant overtaxing at 
work and her depressions – all of this suddenly made sense.

In her very personal book, Birgit describes how she increasingly finds her-
self through various psychotherapies and especially psychoanalytic treat-
ment. She learns to accept herself as she is and can ultimately lead a happy 
life – even if this means giving up her profession as a psychotherapist.

Also available:

Peter Schmidt
A Valentine’s Day Cactus
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0211-2
Patmos 
He cannot understand others’ feelings, nor can he interpret 
their facial expressions. All this doesn’t exactly make him 
Prince Charming, but he is nevertheless happily married 
with children. 
Sold: Polish, Slovak, German paperback rights, 
English  sample translation available
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Stefan Weigand
Great, Dad! 
What Makes Fathers Feel Good

ISBN 978-3-8436-1060-5 | Patmos | Hardcover | 144 pages with 9 illustrations | 
12 x 19 cm | € 15.00

For daddies with heart and soul
Turbulent, cheerful, powerful and sometimes even strenuous: Children change life – and 
turn men into fathers. Many things are completely new, others disappear from view. 
That’s why it’s good for fathers to pause and ask themselves: What gives me strength 
right now? What would I like to change? What makes me especially happy? With a clever 
and straightforward, relaxed and profound approach, Stefan Weigand gets to the bottom 
of everyday life of a father and brings back many moments of calmness and serenity. 

Elisabeth Raffauf
They Don’t Just Do Nothing: 
They Lie There and Grow
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1019-3
Patmos
This book reminds readers of 
their own chaos years and helps 
understanding today’s young 
people in their conf lict between 
need for affection and rebellion, 
and  exploring the role of the par-
ent in a new way.
Sold: Korean

Helga Kohler-Spiegel
Traumatized Children in 
Schools
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0933-3
Patmos
The causes and experiences of 
traumatization for children are 
many and varied, as are chil-
dren’s reactions. The author uses 
graphics to explain how our 
brains respond to traumatic 
stressors and which symptoms 
are seen.

Holger Feindel
Hooked on the Internet
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0655-4
Patmos
Holger Feindel describes how to 
distinguish regular Internet us-
age from online addiction, who 
is particularly susceptible to get 
hooked, and which methods of 
treatment will help. He guides 
those who are hooked on the in-
ternet  back to real life. 
Sold: Turkish

Regina Groot Bramel
On Foot Through the 
Universe
ISBN 978-3-8436-1030-8
Patmos
In lovingly written letters, the 
author encourages young par-
ents to be self-confident and 
courageous, serene, joyful and 
loving towards the child just as it 
is. This helps them to be mindful 
of this miracle of life.

Christine Rankl
Sleeping Through the Night 
at Last
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0748-3
Patmos
Christine Rankl has a solution 
for every kind of sleeping issue, 
from infants to schoolchildren. 
This is not about following a cer-
tain program for better sleep, it 
gently strengthens children’s 
ability to regulate themselves.

Christine Rankl
How to Soothe Your Baby
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0060-6
Patmos
Babies who cry a lot often leave 
their parents feeling helpless and 
frustrated. Christine Rankl ex-
plains the various causes for se-
vere crying in babies and pro-
vides useful advice to parents.
Sold: Chinese (simplified), Ital-
ian, Latvian

Monika Specht-Tomann
What Is That Monster Doing 
Under the Bed?
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0644-8
Patmos 
Fear of the dark or of saying 
goodbye – children live through 
many troubling experiences. 
The author demonstrates how 
parents can help their children 
tame the monster under the bed.
Sold: Romanian

Holger FeindelElisabeth Raffauf
They Don’t Just Do Nothing: 
They Lie There and Grow

Monika Specht-Tomannn
What Is That Monster Dooing
Under the Bed?

Rita Steininger 
The Basics of Fighting 
Fairly
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0468-0
Patmos
The author uses typical exam-
ples from everyday life and con-
crete tips to demonstrate how 
parents can guide their families 
toward respectful coexistence. 
You can master conf lict with 
your children without yelling or 
punishments, firmly and calmly.
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▶ For a relaxed father role
▶ New research findings on the father’s tasks in the first 

three years of life

Josephine Schwarz-Gerö
A Dad Is Not a Mom 
What a Baby Needs from Its Father

ISBN 978-3-8436-1092-6
Paperback
200 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 17.00
Sold: Romanian

For many years, Josephine Schwarz-
Gerö was the Director of Infant Psycho-
somatics in the Children’s Department of 
the Wilhelminenspital in Vienna. She is 
currently in private practice as a psycho-
therapist and child therapist with teaching 
activities at the University of Vienna and 
the Sigmund Freud Private University 
 Vienna. 

While the role of the new mother is clear, there are many questions on the 
part of the father. If we set aside the social demands and moralizing atti-
tudes about what a father must achieve today and instead ask what a baby 
needs from its father, the fog clears. New research findings show that the 
tasks of mother and father are very different and complement each other for 
a good development of the child. In short: The mother is the harbor that 
offers protection and a sense of emotional security. The father is the high 
seas: This is where the small child learns the joy of discovery and auton-
omy, which makes the father an important engine for development. 

Josephine Schwarz-Gerö explains how a father can fulfil his role in a way 
that is good for everyone. This makes it possible to defuse or even com-
pletely resolve conf licts, dissatisfaction and even special difficulties such as 
sleeping, crying and eating problems in babies. 

By the same author:

Josephine Schwarz-Gerö
Baby, Why Won’t You Eat?
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0033-0
Patmos
When a baby doesn’t want to eat, parents worry about the 
well-being of their child. Their desperate attempts to get 
their baby to eat often trap them in a vicious cycle, although 
the baby knows what the solution is!
Sold: Italian
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Doris Bewernitz
The Secret of Slowness
On Dawdling, Dreaming and Being Brave

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1046-9 | Patmos | Hardcover with book ribbon | 208 pages | 
13 x 21.5 cm | € 18.00 

Desire to slow down!
When stress gets out of hand, you can literally run out of air. The number of tasks seems 
to increase from day to day and the to-do lists grow. People train their “functioning” 
throughout their entire lives, but stopping, dreaming and finding an inner calm are not 
obviously part of the practice plan. Doris Bewernitz knows the experience of feeling lost 
between deadlines. And she tells us about how she has discovered the secret of slowness 
for her own life.

Katharina Ceming
Thinking Helps!
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0968-5
Patmos 
Thinking about yourself and 
what you are doing offers real ad-
vantages. This book asks for all 
aspects of a successful life and 
gives easily readable answers in a 
philosophic way. The impulses 
in this book make philosophy 
something creative and fun!

Rita Steininger
For Bright Minds
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0937-1
Patmos
We are exercising the whole 
body – but pay way too little at-
tention to our mental fitness. 
The author Rita Steininger 
shows there are many varied 
possibilities to get the mind run-
ning at full capacity – beyond 
brain-teasers and brain jogging.

Rita Steininger
The Little Be-Good-to-
Yourself-Book
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0642-4
Patmos
Stop constantly criticizing your-
self! Many women between 40 
and 50 would like to be kinder to 
themselves. But for many, it isn’t 
easy to do something for their 
own benefit but Rita Steininger 
shows that it is possible!

Stefan Steinert
How to Break Out of the 
Hamster Wheel
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0959-3
Patmos
Psychotherapist Stefan Steinert  
shows how to decrease stress 
with exercises oriented towards 
the five principles from Tradi-
tional Chinese Medicine, en-
abling the reader to attain a 
calmer and more successful life.

Heinz-Peter Röhr
The Art of Appreciating 
Yourself 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0391-1
Patmos
Heinz-Peter Röhr shows how it 
is possible to develop apprecia-
tion for oneself and find a way to 
create a happy and successful 
life. Over 10,000 copies sold.
Sold: Complex Chinese, Czech, 
Polish

Hans Morschitzky/Thomas 
Hartl
Understanding and 
Overcoming Fear of Illness
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0153-5
Patmos
A guidebook for people suffering 
from excessive fear of illness fea-
turing a self-help program in 
seven steps for those affected.
Sold: Complex Chinese, Italian, 
Romanian

Hans Morschitzky
When Agoraphobia 
Constricts Your Life
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0912-8
Patmos
Experienced psychotherapist 
Hans Morschitzky describes 
what agoraphobia and claustro-
phobia are, and how they origi-
nate. In 7-steps based on behav-
ioral therapy, he provides 
support for those affected.

Cornelia Dehner-Rau
In Tune with Yourself
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0992-0
Patmos
Finding out what you really need 
is not easy. With the help of 
many ref lective questions and 
practical exercises, experienced 
psychotherapist Cornelia Deh-
ner-Rau enables readers to find 
ways of recognizing their own 
needs and searching for their 
own sources of strength. 

Rita Steininger
For Bright Minds
ISBN: 978-3-8436-09337-7 11
P

Rita Steininger
The Little Be-Good-to-
Yourself-Book
ISBN 6 6

8TH

EDITION
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By the same author:

Hans Morschitzky
Taking Back Control from Fear and Worries
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0939-5
Patmos 
Where does a generalized anxiety disorder come from? 
What  can be done if unrealistic fears take on disease-like 
 dimensions? The practical guidebook offers a therapeutic 
9-step-program to help those affected.

Hans Morschitzky
When Fear Becomes a Phobia
A Self-Help Program: 
Understanding and Coping with 
Specific Phobias

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1135-0
Patmos
Paperback
208 Pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 18.00

Hans Morschitzky PhD, a psychologi-
cal psychotherapist, works in a state clinic 
in Linz, Austria, as well as in private prac-
tice. His areas of specialization include 
anxiety disorders and psychosomatic dis-
orders. He has authored a number of books 
which have been translated into several 
languages.

Facing fear

▶ More and more people suffer from a specific phobia
▶ By an accredited fear expert
▶ Includes a proven 9-step program for overcoming fear

Whether fear of mice, fear of darkness or panic in the elevator – many fears 
are often completely unfounded but cannot be refuted by reason. Above all, 
these irrational fears include specific phobias that can be related to very 
specific fear situations and are among the most frequent anxiety disorders. 

The experienced behavioural therapist and anxiety expert Hans 
Morschitzky explains when normal fear becomes a phobia and what can 
help the affected persons to better cope with their fears. In a nine-step self-
help programme, he enables readers to better understand their phobia and 
learn strategies for overcoming fear. Above all, this involves having new ex-
periences so that it becomes easier to successfully face the feared situations. 

This book is a step-by-step guide helping people to overcome fear.

By th

Han
Takin
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Living with a Partner Suffering from Depression
A Guidebook for Relatives

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1143-5 | Patmos | Paperback | 160 pages | 14 x 22 cm | € 17.00 

When love is overshadowed
No other psychological condition occurs as frequently as depression, and this causes 
suffering not only for the depressed person, but also has a powerful effect on their 
entire family. Ulrike Borst, experienced counselor for couples and families, explains 
treatment methods, and supplies families of people suffering from depression with 
suggestions that will help them remain strong and healthy while optimally support-
ing their partner in the process of healing.

Christian Firus
Finding Land Again
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0742-1
Patmos 
Depression is on the rise and can 
happen to anyone! But there is 
effective help. The author high-
lights the most important strate-
gies. His approach: the first and 
most important step out of de-
pression is to take good care of 
yourself, and to recognize where 
you have freedom to act.

Christian Firus
The Long Shadow of 
Childhood
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1015-5
Patmos 
Emotional injuries and trau-
matic experiences in childhood 
can have an impact on a person’s 
entire life. With this book, 
Christian Firus provides tips on 
how adults can cope with their 
“difficult childhood” and gain a 
greater enjoyment of life.

Christian Firus
An Appointment with 
Happiness
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0572-4
Patmos
Christian Firus demonstrates 
that every person can strengthen 
their inner resilience. Illustrated 
by many case studies and the 
moving war biography of his fa-
ther, he describes twelve proven 
ways to greater mental and emo-

tional health.

Udo Rauchfleisch
Narcissists are Only Human 
as Well
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0994-4
Patmos 
Narcissism is the disorder of our 
time. The author explains this 
phenomenon and provides un-
derstanding for narcissistic per-
sonalities, so we can learn how to 
handle them without falling for 
their tricks or demonizing them.

Udo Rauchfleisch
Living (and Loving) with 
Borderline Personality 
Disorder
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0636-3
Patmos
Psychotherapist Udo Rauch-
f leisch helps friends and part-
ners of people with borderline 
disorder to understand this seri-
ous psychological illness and 
gives concrete suggestions.

Burkhard Ciupka-Schön/
Hartmut Becks
Heaven and Hell
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1091-9
Patmos
Religious compulsions fre-
quently occur but are not easy to 
recognize. Psychotherapist Ci-
upka-Schön and pastor Becks 
describe how religious compul-
sions arise, how they can be dis-
tinguished and overcome. 

Burkhard Ciupka-Schön
Overcoming Compulsions
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0914-2
Patmos
People who struggle with com-
pulsions often have a long road 
of suffering behind them. Be-
havioral therapy in conjunction 
with exposure has proven effec-
tive therapy. This book provides 
the most important information.

Martin Duda
Light in the Night of the 
Soul
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1059-9
Patmos
Many works of literature have a 
therapeutic effect on readers 
with depressive moods. With se-
lected texts and book tips, biblio-
therapist Martin Duda offer sup-
port for self-help. He shows how 
reading can help escaping the 
hopelessness of depression.

Christian Firus
The Long Shadow of 
Childhood

Martin Duda
Light in the Night of thee
Soul
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▶ How logotherapy can help with fears
▶ Easy to understand and to the point
▶ With many case studies and exercises

Ursula Tirier
Confronting the Giant of Fear
Step by Step to New Joy in Life

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1113-8
Patmos
Hardcover
96 pages
12 x 19 cm
€ 12.00

Dr. Ursula Tirier, M.D., trained in 
logotherapy with Elisabeth Lukas. From 
1991 to 1997, she was a member of the 
board for the German Society for Logo-
therapy and Existential Analysis (DGLE) 
and spent two of these years as its first 
chair. In 1996, she founded the Institute 
for Logotherapy and Existential Analysis 
in Essen-Werden, Germany. She has 
worked in her own psychotherapeutic 
practice since 1989. Her work focuses on 
anxiety disorders, depression, eating disor-
ders and psycho-oncology.

Being afraid is completely normal. It protects against dangers and is a part 
of life. However, fears can be so distressing to people that their lives are 
more and more restricted. They no longer understand themselves and their 
behaviour: Their actual fear becomes an anxiety disorder. Logotherapy – a 
meaning-centred psychotherapy based on Viktor Frankl – can help here. 

In this book, Ursula Tirier, an expert for logotherapy, sums up brief ly and 
succinctly how people with anxiety disorders can succeed in better under-
standing and shaping their lives in view of threats and suffering. With the 
help of many examples, stories and exercises, she makes it possible for read-
ers to free themselves step by step from the grip of fear and return to a life 
with confidence.

Also available:

Erich Schechner
Live Your Possibilities
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1003-2
Patmos 
The life journey of Viktor Frankl led to the foundation of a 
form of psychotherapy, guided by the meaning of existence 
which helps to say Yes to life even in abysmal situations. Vik-
tor Frankl’s impulses explained for all purpose-seekers of our 
time.
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Dreams: Guides to New Phases of Life

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1144-2 | Patmos | Hardcover | 208 pages | 14 x 22 cm | € 20.00 

Understanding the language of dreams
Dreams are the language of the soul and can draw from a deep inner knowledge and 
the wisdom of the unconscious. Then they are an important guide on the path of life. 
This approach is discussed in this book by the renowned Jungian analyst Ingrid Rie-
del. Especially at the transitions into new phases of life dreams can clarify the upcom-
ing developmental tasks and give important advice for orientation. Understanding 
the language of dreams can help us to better master the frequently crisis-laden times 
of life’s transitions.

Ruth Ammann/Verena 
Kast/Ingrid Riedel (Ed.)
The Book of Pictures
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1017-9
Patmos
Never before seen pictures by 
C.G. Jung’s patients are now ac-
cessible in this large-format, 
nicely designed book. Explana-
tory texts provide help in under-
standing the picture series. 
Sold: Czech, Italian, Korean, 
 Romanian

Eugen Drewermann
Who Am I? On Need and 
Greed 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1062-9
Patmos 
The four fairy tales collected 
and interpreted by Eugen Drew-
ermann in this volume all de-
scribe people or beings who 
could actually be quite content 
with themselves, but they are 
not. Eugen Drewermann ex-
plores the causes for this. 

Eugen Drewermann
If I Could Only Shudder!
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1027-8
Patmos
Eugen Drewermann interprets 
the following fairy tales in this 
volume: “The Story of the Youth 
Who Went Forth to Learn What 
Fear Was”, “The Brave Little 
Tailor” and “The Owl”. Fairy 
tales interpreted for the first 
time by Eugen Drewermann!

Stephan Marks
The Dignity of Men is 
Vulnerable
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0935-7
Patmos 
Every day we witness how vul-
nerable our dignity is: racism or 
sexism make life hard. This book  
analyses degradations which 
poison our human relations and 
shows opportunities for taking 
action, for a humane society.

Verena Kast
Dreams
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0373-7
Patmos
Renowned psychologist and 
Jungian analyst Verena Kast ex-
plores the fascinating language 
of our subconscious and demon-
strates that our dreams can help  
to better understand ourselves.
Sold: Czech, Italian, Spanish 
(EU), Russian

Verena Kast
Aging – Always Good for a 
Surprise
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0736-0
Patmos
The sometimes difficult changes 
of aging provide lots of new chal-
lenges. How to go about during 
this aging process is what the re-
nowned Jungian analyst Verena 
Kast describes in this book.
Sold: Russian

Verena Kast
Fairytale Love
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1018-6
Patmos
Analytical psychologist Verena 
Kast has been interpreting fairy 
tales for over thirty years, shed-
ding new light on these classic 
stories. This book contains a col-
lection on her most interesting 
analyses on the topics of love and 
partnership.

Ingrid Riedel
The Wise Woman
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0752-0
Patmos
Riedel explains how mean-
ingful it is to get in touch with 
the archetypical image of the 
wise woman. She shows that 
experiencing various aspects 
of feminine wisdom can con-
tribute to imbuing old age 
with new meaning dignity.

Verena Kast
Dreams
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-037373-3-77

pl

7TH

EDITION
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By the same author:

Verena Kast
Becoming One with Yourself Time and Again 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0973-9
Patmos 
The question of our own identity is existentially significant. 
Verena Kast shows: In the mirror of other people, we can re-
f lect on ourselves and are challenged to develop our identity – 
in the field of tension between autonomy and relatedness.

Verena Kast
Sisyphos
Letting Go of the Old and Taking 
New Paths 

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1142-8
Patmos
Hardcover 
144 pages
12 x 19 cm
€ 16.00

Verena Kast is a former Professor of 
Psychology at the University of Zurich, 
Switzerland. Today she is a lecturer and 
teaching analyst at the C. G. Jung Institute 
in Zurich, as well as a psychoanalyst in pri-
vate practice. She has published numerous 
books on subjects including emotional 
psychology, principles of psychotherapy, 
and the interpretation of fairy tales and 
dreams. Her works – many of them 
long-sellers – have been translated into nu-
merous languages.

 The courage to start over time and again

▶ Thought-provoking impulses for an existential subject
▶ The classic – finally available again
▶ From best-selling author Verena Kast

Many people recognize themselves in the Greek myth of Sisyphus, espe-
cially in their everyday working lives: Sisyphus was condemned by the gods 
to roll a heavy stone up the mountain forever. Just before the summit, the 
boulder rolls back down time and again, so everything starts all over again 
– a futile action (apparently) without any meaning.

In this book, Verena Kast encourages readers to take a closer look at hope 
and hopelessness, expectations and disappointment, meaning and mean-
inglessness. With the help of many examples from everyday life, psycho-
therapy and works of literature, the renowned Jungian analyst makes it 
clear: If something cannot succeed, we must let go of it – and a meaning can 
ultimately be found even in this failure.
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Surviving Death
A Companion in Times of Grief

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1128-2 | Patmos | Hardcover with book ribbon | 128 pages | 
13 x 21.5 cm | € 16.00 

Because death is a part of life
The encounter with dying and death challenges us, bringing us to our limits. It is no won-
der that we suppress death and do not want to have it in our aliveness. So how do we deal 
with the sudden loss of a loved one? Peter Kottlorz’s texts encourage us to no longer 
 exclude death from life. They provide us with words when everything seems pointless 
and give us support when so many things become doubtful. 

Nicole Rinder
Death Doesn’t Kill Me
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0944-9
Patmos
Her son lived only four days. 
The experience changed Nicole 
Rinder’s life and led her to her 
calling. She talks about her jour-
ney and gives authentic insights 
in her daily work as mortician. 
She shows that it can be possible  
to give your life a new direction 
after a grievious loss.

Flor Schmidt
Further Than the End
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1024-7
Patmos
When her 17-year-old son dies in 
a car accident, Flor Schmidt real-
izes that the extremes of life are 
often unbelievably close. On her 
path through the grief, she 
searches for answers that cannot 
exist and finds something much 
more valuable: an intensive in-
ner connection to her son.

Claudia Cardinal
Anything but Child’s Play
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0223-5
Patmos
When children and teenagers 
grieve, sensitivity from adults is 
necessary. Claudia Cardinal re-
veals ways to offer support, giv-
ing parents and friends advice on 
how to respond. She distin-
guishes between different age 
groups and encourages adults to 
think about death and dying.

Christine Fleck-
Bohaumilitzky 
When Children Grieve
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0792-6
Patmos
Children grieve not only when a 
person or a pet dies, but also the 
loss of a stuffed animal or when a 
friend moves away. The author 
describes in a sensitive, compe-
tent and helpful way how to help 
children deal with such losses. 

Carmen Birkholz 
Until My Life Sprouts New 
Buds 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0594-6
Patmos 
Almost all partings, whether 
they are sudden or descend upon 
you or are freely chosen, leave 
behind painful empty places. 
Carmen Birkholz finds words 
that gently and carefully provide 
the gift of a new springtime.

Maria Hagenschneider
Days Full of Life 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0898-5
Patmos
What happens when someone 
moves into a hospice? Maria Ha-
genschneider moved into a hos-
pice center with her mortally ill 
husband. This book provides a 
glimpse of life inside a hospice, 
and the experiences and conver-
sations this couple had.

Angelika Daiker/
Judith Bader-Reissing 
Making Peace with Death
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0531-1 
Patmos 
This book develops the spiritual 
and existential meaning of the 
last seven words of Jesus and 
connects them with experiences 
occuring daily in hospices. Thus 
the authors develop a new ap-
proach to palliative care.

Silke Szymura
A Part of Me
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1083-4
Patmos
What happens to grief after one, 
two or three years and how can it 
get the space that it needs? Grief 
counsellor Silke Szymura de-
scribes how people can succeed 
in giving up the battle against 
undesired feelings, embrace 
their own grief and find their 
way back into a new life.
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▶ A book that helps to better understand and accompany 
grieving men.

▶ Indispensable for the accompaniment of grieving men
▶ The author leads grieving groups especially for men

Thomas Achenbach
Men Grieve Differently: What 
Helps and Benefits Them

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1131-2
Patmos
Paperback
144 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 16.00

Thomas Achenbach  is an editor, blog-
ger and certified grief counsellor accord-
ing to the standards of the German Associ-
ation of Grief Counselling. As a grief 
counsellor, he specializes in the topic of 
men’s grief and grief in working life. He is 
married and lives with his wife and child in 
Osnabrück. His German-language website 
is www.trauer-ist-leben.blogspot.com

“Women cry and men let everything eat at them” – the differences between 
men and women are not quite as drastic as this cliché. However, the male 
approach in coping with their grief and overcoming the pain is clearly dif-
ferent from that of the female, according to the experienced grief counsel-
lor Thomas Achenbach. So if it is not a conversation with the best friend, 
what benefits grieving men?

How can relatives, friends or colleagues support a man in his grief?

With the help of many examples from the practice and against the back-
ground of his own experiences, the author communicates comprehensive 
knowledge and practical tips for how grieving men can be appropriately 
supported in their needs.

Also available:

Angelika Daiker
“Life Will be Alright Again, But Different”
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0338-6
Patmos 
This book is an insightful guide for widowed women and 
points the way to the continuation of life including grief. It 
will be different, but perhaps in time be alright again.
Sold: Czech
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Anton Rotzetter
The Dance of Heaven and Earth
Words Like Songs – Spiritual Texts

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1119-0 | Patmos | Hardcover with book ribbon | 224 pages | 13 x 
21.5 cm | € 18.00 

Poetic spirituality
“Words want to take root,” says one of Anton Rotzetter’s texts. The words of the well-
known Swiss author are rooted in listening to the Bible, as well as in his astonishment 
in view of Creation. He speaks a language that goes into the blood like music with a 
rhythm that moves us. Its contents have rhyme and reason. His gaze is directed against 
a perspective that subordinates everything to its usefulness. These are impulses for 
spirituality in harmony with life and Creation.

Eugen Drewermann
Living in Harmony
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0883-1
Patmos 
This book is a collection from 
Eugen Drewermann’s compre-
hensive writings on the theme of 
Creation. The perspectives in 
the texts encourage readers to 
further their own thoughts. 
Drewermann’s remarks beg to be 
discussed, so that life and belief 
remain questionable.

Klaus Mertes
How Catchwords Become 
Real Words
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1065-0
Patmos
Language changes and the ideas 
we associate with certain terms 
do  also. Klaus Mertes reveals 
the actual significance of 37 key 
words in theology and spiritual-
ity with new words and often 
with stories to make it easier to 
understand the true meaning.

Angelika B. Hirsch
Where We Encounter 
Blessing
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0961-6
Patmos 
In all religions and cultures 
there are blessings. Some of 
them are expressed in due form, 
some are scarcely noticed any-
more. This book traces small 
and big, open and hidden forms 
of blessings and illustrates why 
life is better with blessings.

Hildegard König
A Break with an Angel
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0808-4
Patmos 
When we least expect it, we 
come across angels. Only those  
who have the fitting bearing can 
perceive them. Experience short 
stories with healing energies and 
let yourself be sensitized for all 
the wonder in your life!
Sold: Polish

Dietmar Mieth (ed.)
Meister Eckhart – One with 
God
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0494-9
Patmos
Dietmar Mieth has collected and 
commentated on Meister Eck-
hart’s most important writings 
in this Eckhart reader that has 
yet to meet its match. Featuring 
an extensive introduction.
Sold: Korean

Paul J. Kohtes
Meister Eckhart
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0501-4
Patmos 
With aid of aphorisms of Meister 
Eckhart, experienced medita-
tion teacher Kohtes takes his 
readers along on a journey of dis-
covery. This is a moving book 
that encourages thoughtfulness 
and thinking in new ways.
Sold: German audio book rights

Franz Kamphaus
When Faith Becomes 
Concrete
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1034-6
Patmos 
This book contains the interpre-
tations of Franz Kamphaus of 
the most important sections of 
the Mount. The author explores 
the unreasonable demands In 
his own special way.
Sold: Italian 

Eugen Drewermann/
Martin Freytag
The Mystery of Jesus of 
Nazareth
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1080-3
Patmos
The questions Eugen Drewer-
mann answers in this book have 
been asked by teenaged students 
in religion class. Their teacher 
has collected their questions and 
interviewed the well-known au-
thor on their behalf.

Paul J. Kohtes
Meister Eckhart
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0501-1 44
P

Franz Kamphaus
When Faith Becomes 
Concrete

Dietmar Mieth (ed.)
Meister Eckhart – One w
God

with
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▶ Two-colored throughout
▶ Reader-friendly design

Franz Kamphaus
Golden Veins of Hope
Words About Life

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1122-0
Patmos
Hardcover with book ribbon
144 pages
13 x 21.5 cm
€ 18.00

Franz Kamphaus, born in 1932, worked 
in the training of priests and preachers and 
is professor for Homiletics at the Univer-
sity of Münster. From 1982 until 2007 he 
was the Bishop of Limburg. He is now 
chaplain in a institution for people with 
mental handicaps. He has been awarded 
the Ignatz-Bubis-prize for Tolerance and is 
the author of many books.

If you ask Franz Kamphaus where he gets his ability to speak so emphati-
cally and accurately, he shakes his head with a little smile and shrugs his 
shoulders. Trenchant sentences that hit the mark from his speeches and 
works resonate in our ears and continue to accompany our thoughts for 
long afterwards have been compiled into this lovingly designed book. Ex-
tracted like diamonds from the mountain, they develop a special luminos-
ity. They make us listen attentively and think about them. They make sense 
to us or cause us to shake our heads and question them. They inspire us to 
have a conversation with ourselves and with God – a valuable gift for our-
selves, for dear people and special moments.

By the same author:

Franz Kamphaus
Tangible Faith
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0782-7
Patmos 
In this book, Franz Kamphaus elucidates the approximately 
65 texts from the gospels of Matthew and John that are read 
during Sunday and holiday services throughout lectionary 
year A, offering surprising insights and memorable turns of 
phrase. 
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Manfred Böhm
Growing Into the Heavens
Trees In the Bible – Symbols of Life

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1129-9 | Patmos | Hardcover with book ribbon | 128 pages | 
13 x 21.5 cm | € 18.00 

Vital force of trees
In all cultures, trees are life companions of human beings and symbols for life itself. 
The love of nature and life with trees reduces stress and lets us blossom. If we want to 
express it in these terms, the Bible has a rather dense stock of trees that starts with 
the Tree of Life. Whether oak or cedar, cypress or terebinth, pomegranate tree or 
vine, fig tree or olive tree, date palm or balsam tree, myrrh or frankincense tree – the 
trees of the Bible carry a message from God for human beings. 

Gisbert Greshake
Walking
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1041-4
Patmos
Walking is vital, not only in re-
gard to physical health. This 
book is a spiritual invitation to 
walking. Gisbert Greshake, 
theologian and passionate hiker,  
encourages the reader to take the 
first step, with which every path 
begins. 
Sold: Italian

Beate Hofmann/Olaf 
Hofmann
Just Get Out!
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1054-4
Patmos
This book shows how »green re-
silience« makes it possible to 
live more fully, to act more 
mindfully, and to revitalize your 
creativity. It will help you take 
your life into the »green zone« 
for good!
Sold: Korean

Pierre Stutz
The Spiritual Wisdom of 
Trees
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0875-6
Patmos 
The texts in this volume were 
created in dialogue with trees. 
They tell of the divine life force 
that animates all things. Pierre 
Stutz’s poems and thoughts en-
gage in a deep dialogue with the 
life force of the trees.

Erni Kutter
The Years That Are Granted 
to Us
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0717-9 
Patmos 
Erni Kutter develops a spiritual-
ity of growing older with special 
consideration for the experi-
ences and needs of courageous 
women who want to consciously 
enjoy and make the most of the 
years they have been given.

Josef Epp 
Setting the Course
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0819-0
Patmos 
Our long life expectancy also 
provides new challenges and we 
are called upon to responsibly 
manage our own ageing. This 
book encourages readers to con-
sciously address important ques-
tions about ageing and to take 
helpful steps. 

Wunibald Müller
Letting Go and Moving On
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0885-5
Patmos 
Anyone who is leaving a career 
behind has to adjust to new as-
pects of life. The transition to 
retirement is often tainted by the 
feeling of not being needed any-
more. How can you separate 
yourself from everything that 
you will suddenly lose?

Andrea Schwarz
Wild Christmas
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1073-5
Patmos
Being “wild” is the opposite if 
conforming and being tamed, 
and Christmas isn’t tame for An-
drea Schwarz. For her, Christ-
mas points to something unprec-
edented. Her new book is a plea 
against the taming of Christmas.
Sold: Hungarian, Slovenian

Jan Frerichs
Barefoot and Wild
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1032-2
Patmos 
It is a challenge to rediscover na-
ture as a spiritual guide. Nature 
is the first Bible. People have al-
ways gone into nature to read 
this book and get to the bottom 
of everything. Jan Frerichs in-
vites his readers on an exciting 
path to a spirituality of their own 
that will support them.

Jan Frerichs
Barefoot and Wild
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-10332-2-22
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Also available:

Harald Lesch/Christian Kummer
How Amazement Came Into Being
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0723-0
Patmos 
With humor and an eye for detail, the scientists explain the 
development from the Big Bang to a small f lower to the com-
plexities of the brain in an impressive overview. In the pro-
cess, they make themselves and their readers aware of evolu-
tionary processes and just happen to simultaneously 
celebrate the miracle of life.

Harald Lesch/
Ursula Forstner
A Physicist and a Philosopher 
Play with Time 
With a foreword by Karlheinz 
Geissler

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1125-1
Patmos
Hardcover with dust jacket
128 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 17.00

Harald Lesch is an astrophysicist, natu-
ral philosopher, science journalist, televi-
sion moderator and university professor.
Ursula Forstner is a philosopher; she 
had no time for a dissertation, but is an ex-
pert on Whitehead.

Dr. Karlheinz Geissler is Professor 
Emeritus of Business Education at the Uni-
versity of the Federal Armed Forces in Mu-
nich and a time researcher. For more than 
30 years, he has been involved with the 
topic of time and has lived without a watch 
ever since. 
www.timesandmore.com

Time: Where does it go?

▶ Approaches to the mysterious phenomenon of time 
▶ Physical, philosophical and relevant to everyday life

It surrounds us and yet is difficult to explain. It structures our private and 
professional lives through appointments, production specifications and a 
time change twice a year. In this fascinating and entertaining book, ques-
tions related to the mysterious phenomenon of “time” are discussed and 
explored. 

Astrophysicist Harald Lesch, time researcher Karlheinz Geissler and  phi-
losopher Ursula Forstner vividly discuss the issues of quantum mechanics, 
relativity theory and cosmology, but also cultural-historical aspects: Since 
when and how do we actually measure time, how has it made our economic 
activity possible and which consequences does this have to this day? Natu-
ral philosopher Alfred N. Whitehead also becomes part of this conversa-
tion. He has also studied the parts of reality that cannot be measured, mak-
ing them independent of time. This is about “time” in the Middle Ages and 
in the modern era, sundials and computers on our wrists, cultures that 
manage without clocks – permanence and the moment. Participate in these 
playful conversations that are highly relevant to everyday life. After reading 
this book, you will be liberated in how you deal with your time!
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Michael Albus
Going Into the Open
Steps to an Appropriate Spirituality

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1072-8 | Patmos | Flexcover | 192 pages | 13 x 21.5 cm | € 18.00 

“Truth is an open expanse”
Increasingly more people are experiencing their lives and the world as confusing. Our 
lifestyle is fast, breathless, and fragmentary. There is a great longing for balance. Mi-
chael Albus shares these excessive demands and the longing to be whole. He writes 
honestly about spirituality on the basis of his own life experience. He takes us on a 
journey to let our own life experience speak and understand it in a spiritual way: with 
sobriety, passion and patience. This is a book that encourages us to follow our own 
paths.

Martin Kämpchen 
Being Authentic
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0821-3
Patmos 
The author, whose own life 
straddles Christian beliefs and 
Indian philosophy, has devel-
oped seven steps to the art of liv-
ing that draw equally from 
Christian faith and his experi-
ences of life in India. From these 
experiences in two cultures arise 
refreshingly new perspectives.

Niklaus Brantschen
“I Didn’t Swear Enough”
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1078-0
Patmos
Conversations between Niklaus 
Brantschen and Ursula Eich-
berger are collected In this book: 
These are talks about this and 
that, God, the world, and above 
all, Niklaus Brantschen’s life and 
thoughts that have accompanied 
him on the path up to now.

Niklaus Brantschen
Home Between Worlds
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0965-4
Patmos
Niklaus Brantschen is a wan-
derer between worlds: between 
the world of the Christian west 
and the Zen-Buddhist and the 
world of the Jesuit Order and 
Secularism. His experiences can 
support us in a world that has be-
come complex and help us find 
orientation in turbulent times.

Ingrid Riedel
The World as Reflected in 
the Soul
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0920-3
Patmos
The title of this book means liv-
ing holistically and being open 
to messages coming from the 
subconscious. How spirituality 
can be lived in everyday life, this 
is what Jungian analyst Ingrid 
Riedel describes in this book. 

Pierre Stutz
Don’t Let Yourself Down
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0950-0
Patmos 
Anger, rage and fury are part of 
being human. The author deci-
phers the spiritual message they 
hold. Often spiritually gifted 
people forbid themselves these 
“bad emotions” but rage and 
fury are part of the basic equip-
ment of humans just like love.

Klaus Koziol
Daring a Second Look
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0904-3
Patmos
Can the wisdom of monks and 
nuns who lived centuries ago be 
of any help for us today? Yes, es-
pecially if you look critically for 
the central idea and motivations 
in their writings just like Klaus 
Koziol does in this book.

Klaus Koziol
The Art of Living as a 
Christian
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0729-2
Patmos
Being Christian is not just fol-
lowing commandments; it’s an 
artful way of life. Klaus Koziol 
encourages readers to shape life 
as an artist would. This artful 
way of living, inspired by Christ, 
allows us to say yes to life!

Brigitte Dorst
Everything Begins with 
Longing and Searching
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0922-7
Patmos
Sufism is often referred to as Is-
lamic mysticism but it is older 
than Islam and transconfes-
sional. Brigitte Dorst describes a 
contemporary Sufi path in which 
the methods of C.G. Jung’s Ana-
lytical Psychology are connected 
with the rich legacy of Sufism.

Brigitte Dorst
Everything Begins with ”

Niklaus Brantschen
Home Between Worlds
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-096965-5-44

Martin Kämpchen 
Being Authentic
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-082821-1-33
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▶ A completely new and surprising view on Christianity
▶ By the well-known Buddhist meditation teacher Sylvia 

Wetzel

Sylvia Wetzel
Awakening and Redemption
A Buddhist Woman Interprets 
Christianity

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1075-9
Patmos
Hardcover with book ribbon
176 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 20.00

Sylvia Wetzel is publicist and Buddhist 
meditation teacher. She trained in the Ti-
betan tradition and was a Buddhist nun. 
Since 2000 she works in continuing educa-
tion for psychotherapists together with 
 Luise Reddemann. She has published 
 several books.

It appears as if the religions are rather at odds with each other than in a dia-
logue. But in this process, each of them reminds us in its own way that the 
world is permeated by a deeper reality. Are religious truths the same and 
just named and described in a different way? Is what is expressed by 
“Christ” possibly the same as the “Buddha Nature”?

In this unique book, Sylvia Wetzel interprets Christian symbols, images 
and terms – such as God, the Holy Spirit, the Kingdom of God, judgment 
and redemption – from a Buddhist perspective. Her benevolent, respectful 
and unconventional view of Christianity encourages readers to rediscover 
what is familiar and allow themselves to be touched by the deep dimen-
sions of both religions.

Also available:

Luise Reddemann/Sylvia Wetzel
May All Beings be Happy
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0996-8
Patmos 
What is the significance of sympathy and justice for the de-
velopment of the individual, for coexistence and for the inter-
national community? Renowned neurologist and psychoan-
alyst Luise Redemann and well-known Buddhist meditation 
teacher Sylvia Wetzel show how important sympathy and 
justice are for being human and for humanity.
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Christoph Kardinal Schönborn
Time of Loving Attention
A Companion for Lent and Easter

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1120-6 | Patmos | Hardcover with book ribbon | 224 pages | 
13 x 21.5 cm | € 19.00 

The special book for Easter time
Kardinal Schönborn is an internationally recognized theologian. Even as an arch-
bishop, he has always remained pastor. For many years, he has written weekly medita-
tive impulses on the Gospel of Sunday that translate the message of Jesus into every-
day life. This book compiles the insights of the Gospel texts from all three years of 
reading from the First Sunday of Lent to Pentecost, which makes it an appealing com-
panion to the spiritual preparation and consciousness celebration. 

Heinrich Bedford-Strohm
Everything Changes
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0852-7
Patmos
God revealed himself in the mid-
dle of this world: that, according 
to the Protestant theologian’s 
credo, is what the message of 
Christmas is all about. This 
book shows how the Christmas 
texts in the Bible have signifi-
cance in our modern world: in 
our private and public lives.

George Augustin
I Am a Mission
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1040-7
Patmos 
Pope Francis has always given 
new impetus on bringing the 
proclamation of the Gospel into 
our contemporary society. The 
path of evangelization is not the 
defensive preservation of 
Church administrative struc-
tures but courageous new paths 
into the future!

George Augustin
The Soul of the Ecumenical 
Movement 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0890-9
Patmos 
The unity of Christians will not 
be the result of administrative 
measures. The unity of Chris-
tians is instead grounded in a 
personal relationship to Jesus 
Christ and is a gift from the Holy 
Spirit.

Annette Schavan
The God Who Renews
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1053-7
Patmos
As a believing Christian, the au-
thor brings Bible and present 
into conversation with each 
other. In key texts of the Old and 
New Testament, she discovers 
models for dealing with ques-
tions that life continues to ask. 
Sold: Italian

Thomas Söding/
Robert Vorholt
The Refugee Child in God’s 
Hand
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0810-7
Patmos
This book demonstrates the his-
torical and theological dimen-
sions of the Christmas story. It 
makes very clear what the good 
tdings of God’s love for humans 
are all about.

Walter Kardinal Kasper
The Christian’s Joy
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1052-0
Patmos
Kasper’s book contains a small 
school of prayer and a vision of a 
church that follows Pope Fran-
cis’ call for renewal. He draws on 
the Bible and writings by mys-
tics, theologians, poets and phi-
losophers.
Sold: French

Walter Kardinal Kasper
Maria: Sign of Hope
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1070-4
Patmos
Kardinal Kasper explores the 
Biblical picture of Mary as a sis-
ter in faith for Christians of all 
denominations. He Interprets 
the Catholic teachings about 
Mary in keeping with the guide-
lines of the Biblical Message.
Sold: Korean

Christoph Kardinal 
Schönborn
Time of the Attentive Heart
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0958-6
Patmos
This book puts together Cardi-
nal Schönborn’s interpretations 
of the gospel texts from the first 
Sunday in Advent until the 
Lord’s baptism. This book is an 
appealing companion for Advent 
and Christmas!

Christoph Kardinal 
Schönborn
Time of the Attentive Heeart

ohm George Augustin
I Am a Mission
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-104040-0-77

George Augustin
The Soul of the Ecumenical
Movement 
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▶ New book by Walter Kasper
▶ For Christians of all denominations
▶ An easily understandable approach to the main text 

of Christianity

Walter Kardinal Kasper
The Lord’s Prayer
The Revolution of Jesus

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1146-6
Patmos
Hardcover with book ribbon
128 pages
13 x 21.5 cm
€ 14.00

Walter Cardinal Kasper, born in 
1933, doctorate and professor in dogmatic 
theology, 1989–1999 Bishop of the diocese 
Rottenburg-Stuttgart, 2001–2010 Presi-
dent of the Pontifical Council for the Pro-
motion of Christian Unity.

By the same author:

Walter Kardinal Kasper
A Trail Into Life
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0889-3
Patmos 
Lent and Easter are a special time of year. The observations 
of Cardinal Kasper illuminate the mystery of Christ’s resur-
rection for the deeper aspects of human life and impart the 
Biblical message of hope.
Sold: Polish

“The Lord’s Prayer” is by far the most precious prayer for Christians since it 
stems from Jesus personally. Walter Kardinal Kasper, German cardinal and 
world-class theologian, makes it possible to understand the Lord’s Prayer in 
a well-founded and comprehensible way from three different perspectives: 
The Lord’s Prayer should first be understood on the basis of Jewish prayer 
tradition because every sentence is already in some way found in the Jewish 
heritage and has parallels in synagogue prayer. Secondly, the Lord’s Prayer 
is to be understood from the message of Jesus since the Church has inter-
preted it as a summary of the entire Gospel from the very start. And thirdly, 
Jesus not only left his disciples the words of a prayer but also the promise of 
the Spirit: As a prayer in the Holy Spirit, the Lord’s Prayer is intended to 
accompany people in their lives today.

y

“The Lord’s Prayer” is by far the most precious prayer for C
stems from Jesus personally. Walter Kardinal Kasper, Ger
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Paul M. Zulehner/Tomáš Halík
Pro Pope Francis
Worldwide support from the People of the Church for Pope Francis and 
His Church Course

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1115-2 | Patmos | Paperback | 192 pages | 14 x 22 cm | € 18.00
Sold: Czech 

We share this dream
Tomáš Halík from Prague and Paul M. Zulehner from Vienna have called for sup-
port for the Pope and his course. 75.000 people worldwide have signed the open 
letter. 5.000 people have taken part in an online survey. Theologians from all over 
the world have written essays to provide professional encouragement. He should 
continue following his dream of a »church as mother and shepherdess«. The cam-
paign Pro Pope Francis is fully documented in this highly topical book.

Paul M. Zulehner
New Wine into New 
Wineskins
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0984-5
Patmos 
The time of the people’s church 
is over. The churches are on the 
way into a new era in which they 
will come closer to the biblical 
norm. The author encourages to 
search for a new form of church 
which will be on the side of peo-
ple in rootedness with god.

Paul M. Zulehner
From Law to Love
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0860-2
Patmos
The document Amoris laetitia 
has been greatly underrated in 
its reception. The experienced 
pastoral theologian Paul M. Zu-
lehner outlines its pioneering 
significance. What is needed are 
experienced pastoral workers 
open to new ways, who do not 
just apply the law.

Paul M. Zulehner
Discontinued Model
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0668-4
Patmos
Beginning with the pope’s life, 
the author demonstrates his con-
cerns: his commitment to a 
Church of the poor and a new 
culture of interaction within the 
Church. This is a plea to play a 
part in steering the Church in a 
new direction, with new under-
standing and changed practices.

Jürgen Erbacher
Thinking Further
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1038-4
Patmos
Pope Francis cultivates a new 
style of executing his official du-
ties and also sets unaccustomed 
focal points. The author takes 
stock of what has been achieved 
and shows why Francis is a pro-
foundly political pope, “only” 
implementing what Jesus asks.

Heribert Schlensok
Home will Become More 
When we Share it
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0955-5
Patmos 
This book tells the story of Mar-
wah from Iraq, of Hazzaa from 
Syria, of Friedel who repairs old 
bikes and of the elderly woman 
who screw up her courage to 
bring the foreign new neighbors 
home-baked cake.

Peter Balleis SJ
Human Longing
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0878-7
Patmos 
The temptations of power are 
mainsprings of violence and 
wars. Even Jesus was confronted 
with them. Looking to his exam-
ple shows how we can cope with 
the temptation of power in a 
spiritual and constructive way.

Kurt Kardinal Koch
Renewal and Unity 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1066-7
Patmos
Renewal is not just a Protestant 
concern and unity is not just a 
Catholic issue. Both Churches 
can and should rediscover that 
there is more uniting them than 
dividing them and take this seri-
ously. 
Sold: Italian

Paul M. Zulehner
“I Dream of a Church 
That is a Mother and a 
Shepherdess” 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1029-2
Patmos
Paul M. Zulehner follows Pope 
Francis in his attempt to 
strengthen the pastoral culture 
of the Church by going to the 
roots and orienting it ś actions of  
upon God’s mercy. 
Sold: Czech

Kurt Kardinal Koch
Renewal and Unity 
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-10666-6-77

e 
Peter Balleis SJ
Human Longing
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-087878-8-77
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Also available:

Stefan Vesper (Ed.)
Seek Peace
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1021-6
Patmos 
In 2018, people from the public sphere spoke about peace, of 
seeking and finding, losing and achieving. The result is 
summed up in this stimulation reader. In entirely different 
approaches, it shows how crucial the search for peace is for 
each and every individual – and how little it is seen as self-ev-
ident and existential.

Predrag Bukovec/
Christoph Tröbinger (Ed.)
Why I am Christian
26 Responses from Personalities of 
the Present

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1126-8
Patmos
Hardcover with book ribbon
352 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 24.00

Dr. Predrag Bukovec is a university 
assistant at the Institute for Historical 
Theology (Liturgical Studies and Sacra-
ment Theology) at the Catholic Theologi-
cal Faculty of the University of Vienna; he 
is habilitating at the University of Regens-
burg.
Christoph Tröbinger is a university 
assistant at the Institute for Systematic 
Theology and Ethics (Social Ethics) at the 
Catholic Theological Faculty of the Uni-
versity of Vienna; he is earning his PhD 
there.

Taking responsibility for faith

▶ Living diversity of the Christian faith
▶ Very personal confessions
▶ Reflective and challenging

Those who believe in God today and live consciously as Christians in-
creasingly belong to a minority. The editors of this illuminating volume 
have therefore asked personalities of public life about why they are Chris-
tians. 26 contributors have agreed to respond. Their replies make the ten-
sion that characterizes the Christian faith emphatically clear: In addition 
to the aspects that constitute what is “Christian” and are common to all 
Christians – even if the individuals interpret them differently – the living 
faith is strongly inf luenced by very personal and biographical aspects.

Being a Christian is not subjective, but it can only be lived subjectively. Ev-
ery Christian must represent his or her very own personal form of Christi-
anity within this tension – to their own reason and the questions from soci-
ety and the other religions. The book is an example and an impulse to gain 
clarity about each individual’s own way of being a Christian.
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The Future of Our Church Buildings
Problems and Solutions

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1112-1 | Patmos | Paperback | 240 pages | 14 x 22 cm | € 22.00 

What will become of our churches?
The existence of churches is endangered: There is a threat of reconstruction, conversion 
and demolition. Hubertus Halbfas explains the history and meaning of Christian church 
building on the one hand and the current crisis of ecclesiastical Christianity on the other. 
His book is a plea to preserve the church buildings even in a post-Church era: as places 
that challenge us to go beyond everyday life, to seek community, to respect the celebra-
tion and to consider history, as well as our own lives.

Jacqueline Straub
Kicks the Church Out of the 
Coma
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1099-5
Patmos
As acommitted young Catholic 
woman, Jacqueline Straub would 
like to be Christian in a living 
Church and demands the 
Church to change radically, to 
appeal to young people and pass 
the message of Jesus to the com-
ing generations.

Hermann-Josef Frisch
Instead of Conserving 
Ashes, Pass Along the Fire
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0664-6
Patmos
In order for parishes to have a fu-
ture, dramatic change in the role 
of priests and dedicated Chris-
tians is urgently needed. En-
couragement for this can be 
found in the life of Jesus, in early 
Christianity and also in the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.

Ulrich Luz
The New Testament for 
Beginners
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1095-7
Patmos
“Normal” men and women, 
Catholics and Protestants read 
the New Testament, asked criti-
cal questions and had objec-
tions. The result: a “read-
er-proof ” book with information 
on Jesus, early Christianity and 
writings of the New Testament.

Jürgen Moltmann/Eckart 
Löhr
Hope for an Incomplete 
World
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0755-1
Patmos 
Moltmann is known as the polit-
ical theological with social and 
religious relevance. This book 
ref lects on his eventful theologi-
cal and political life. 
Sold: Spanish, Complex Chinese

Renate Schoof
Secrets of Christianity 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0545-8
Patmos
A wealth of buried and long-for-
gotten knowledge about God, 
people and the world is incorpo-
rated in Christian images, pack-
aged in parables and symbols. 
Renate Schoof brings to light 
unexpected and astonishing per-
spectives.

Josef Imbach
The Horned Moses and a 
False Madonna
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0667-7
Patmos 
There are many curious “addi-
tions” to Christian works of art 
like a peacock on the stable in 
Bethlehem. Josef Imbach ex-
plains mystic symbols in reli-
gious art by means of numerous 
illustrations in informative style.

Josef Imbach
Intrigues, Sex and 
Homicide in the Bible
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0969-2
Patmos
Who reads the bible can surpris-
ingly encounter intriguers, mur-
derers and imposters. Although 
the bible is constantly talking 
about God, nothing human is 
foreign. Insights into the most 
suspenseful side of the Bible.

Hubertus Halbfas
Course Correction
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1084-1
Patmos
The teaching of Christian faith 
in the formulas of tradition has 
exceeded its shelf life. Instead, 
the core of Christianity is deter-
mined by social and human tar-
get values. With his unsparing 
analysis, Hubertus Halbfas de-
picts: What is over, what changes 
and what remains.

art Renate Schoof
Secrets of Christianity 
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-054545-5-88
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Andreas G. Weiss
Trump: You Shall Have No Other 
Gods Before Me 

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1139-8
Patmos
Hardcover with dust jacket
216 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 25.00

Dr. Andreas Georg Weiss is a theolo-
gian and religious scholar with research 
visits to the USA. The lecturer at the Cath-
olic Training Institute of Salzburg is a 
member of the American Academy of Reli-
gion (AAR). He writes about the situation 
in the USA on a regular basis for the Aus-
trian Die Furche magazine and as a guest 
author of the Salzburger Nachrichten 
newspaper.

The presidency of Donald Trump has changed the world. The real estate 
developer who became a political leader has raced into the foundations of 
the political order at a speed that appears to have spared little of the demo-
cratic ideals from recent decades. What has happened and how should we 
respond to it? 

Andreas G. Weiss, a theologian and expert on the USA, shows the back-
ground that made the phenomenon of Trump possible. This includes the 
American “civil religion” with its virtually religious patriotism and the role 
of economic success stories for American society. This is what character-
ises Trump: He shakes the socio-political maxims that had previously fa-
voured him. Even if it is difficult for Europeans, they must grasp the “civil 
religion” of the USA in order to understand the phenomenon of Trump.

Also available:

Katharina D. Oppel
Bonheoffer and Gandhi
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1005-6
Patmos 
The author explores the accordance of the thinking of the two 
contemporaries from different cultural backgrounds and reli-
gions and their longing for lived spirituality and peace. Their 
thinking portrays perspectives, which point to the future.

A “religious” phenomenon

▶ Hot topic
▶ Close-up view by a US expert with background 

knowledge and analyses
▶ Trump and the “civil religion” of the USA
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Ivo Fürer
Europe’s Development 
Challenges the Churches
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3164-1
Grünewald
Ivo Fürer documents 25 years of 
European Church history. From 
the Implementation of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council to the wars 
in the Balkans, this contempo-
rary history is also a contribu-
tion to Pope Francis’ efforts to 
decentralize the World Church.

Peter Kohlgraf
Forgiveness and 
Reconciliation
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3133-7
Grünewald 
Forgiveness and reconciliation 
are main themes of the Christian 
faith. This study approaches the 
topic from a practical and pasto-
ral theological perspective. How 
do people live as “experts” in for-
giveness and reconciliation 
within their relationships? 

Ottmar Fuchs
“But You Are a People of 
the Priesthood”
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4025-4
Grünewald
The laying of hands on a person 
is something special, not only 
within Christianity. Somehow a 
gift is bestowed in that moment. 
Ottmar Fuchs sets out to explain 
and decipher this “somehow” in 
terms of a theology of grace.

Bruno Kern
“No Higher Power Will Save 
Us?”
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4034-6
Grünewald
How many of us are familiar 
with Karl Marx critique of reli-
gion? Kern demonstrates how 
Marx must be understood today;  
re-reading his texts has direct 
implications for debate about re-
ligion and debate about God.

Norbert Mette
Don’t Be Indifferent!
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4035-3 
Grünewald 
The social teachings of Pope 
Francis make it clear that Chris-
tian faith is not only a private 
matter. He addresses every 
pressing challenge like refugees 
or hunger. This book introduces 
and the Pope’s social message, 
especially through original texts.

Wilm Sanders
Rome and the Eastern 
Church
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4009-4
Grünewald 
Wilm Sanders advocates for a 
radical rethinking in the Roman 
Catholic Church which should 
perceive itself as the sister 
church to the Eastern Churches. 
He presents 35 points that could 
help form a new alliance.

Rudolf Englert
What Will Become of 
Religion?
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3151-1
Grünewald
Will religions one day only be in-
teresting from the aesthetic or 
even folkloric perspective? 
Based on observations and case 
histories, this book discusses the 
various possibilities in this de-
velopment. So what will become 
of religion?

Christian Kummer
Believe In God as a Person?
A Forensics Study

ISBN: 978-3-7867-3178-8 | Grünewald | Hardcover | 256 pages | 12 x 19 cm | € 24.00 

Why and how do we believe in God?
God is a person.But what does this statement mean? What can it mean today in an era 
characterized by scientific thinking? Christian Kummer sees the perception that every 
experience of reality takes place in dialogue as interplay of aspirations and answers. From 
this basic assumption, Kummer develops an approach to a personal conception of God 
that allows believers to confidentially use the word “you” when speaking with God. 

Rudolf Englert
What Will Become of 
Religion?

Bruno Kern
“No Higher Power Will S
Us?”

Ivo Fürer
Europe’s Development
Challenges the Churche

Norbert Mette
Don’t Be Indifferent!
ISISBN: 978-3-7867-40335-5-33 

Save

Peter Kohlgraf
Forgiveness and 
Reconciliations

Wilm Sanders
Rome and the Eastern 
Church

Ottmar Fuchs
“But You Are a People o
the Priesthood”

f 

Julia Enxing
Guilt and Sins of and in the 
Church
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3158-0
Grünewald
This study asks for a closer defi-
nition of the Church’s capacity 
of guilt. It analyses the Church’s 
understanding of the Second 
Vatican Council with regard to 
whether it offers approaches for 
an ecclesiological recognition 
and integration of systemic guilt. 
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By the same author:

Hubert Philipp Weber
Credo
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3100-9
Grünewald 
Believers in conversation with atheist must know the Ins and 
outs of Christianity. This book explains the Apostles’ Creed, 
which contains the central testimonies of faith, making It in-
teresting not only for Christians but people interested in 
Christianity in a more objective way.

Hubert Philipp Weber
And God Blesses Them
Understanding the Story of Creation

ISBN: 978-3-7867-3182-5
Grünewald
Hardcover
192 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 19.00

Hubert Philipp Weber, PhD, is visit-
ing lecturer at the University of Vienna 
(Dogmatic Theology), Archiepiscopal 
Secretary and staff member of Cardinal 
Christoph Schönborn.

 The world is not a coincidence

▶ Introduction to Creation Theology
▶ Theological contents explained
▶ Can be understood without any previous knowledge

Is belief in the Creator God compatible with the theory of the Big Bang and 
the self-evolving universe? Which questions determine the conversation 
between natural sciences and faith? And which questions do the Creation 
stories of the Bible answer? 

The Book of Genesis is not a record of how the world came into being but a 
statement that the world and its development are not a coincidence. Faith in 
the Creator has consequences for the way we live in the Creation, partici-
pate in it and bear responsibility for our fellow creatures. 

In a generally understandable language, this introduction offers an over-
view of the important topics, developments and aspects of one of the most 
exciting areas of theology from the beginnings of faith in God to today.
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George Augustin
Being a Priest Today
Life – Calling – Mission

ISBN: 978-3-7867-3174-0 | Grünewald | Hardcover with dust jacket | 160 pages | 14 x 22 
cm | € 16.00 

A question for the future of the Catholic Church
The increasing shortage of priests is an issue related to the future and destiny of the Cath-
olic Church. Which significance do priests have for the Church according to the testimo-
nies of faith and how can a future image of priests be shaped in such a way that it appears 
as an attractive image of life to the believers? The twelfth symposium of the Cardinal 
Walter Kasper Institute (Vallendar) provides answers to these questions from the per-
spective of exegesis, dogmatics, spirituality and pastoral practice.

Mirjam Schambeck
Biblical Facets
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4016-2
Grünewald
Mirjam Schambeck’s book 
makes biblical texts accessible 
for people today. She delves into 
twenty key texts from the Bible, 
ten from the Old Testament and 
ten from the New, by directly 
contrasting interpretations of 
today with interpretations from 
the past.

Edward Fröhling
Spiritual Thinking
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3141-2
Grünewald 
Fundamental theology is a dia-
logue project with mysticism 
and spirituality. Edward Fröh-
ling makes this spiritual path of 
longing for God, experiencing 
God’s closeness and the knowl-
edge of God on the path of life 
fruitful for the rational effort of 
approaching the mystery of God.

Kaufmann/Kardinal Leh-
mann/Overbeck
Joy and Hope
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4005-6
Grünewald 
Gaudium et spes represented a 
“theological quantum leap”, 
transcending the earlier opposi-
tion of Church and the world, 
affirming that the world is God’s 
creation. Christians should not 
withdraw from the world, but in-
stead have a hand in shaping it.

Thomas Eggensperger/
Ulrich Engel/Thomas 
Dienberg
Time Without Eternity
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3093-4
Grünewald 
Time management, work-life 
balance and leisure time are top-
ics that are trotted out to counter 
stress. In theology and spiritual-
ity, there is a tradition of debate 
about free time and leisure.

Tiemo Rainer Peters
Mysteries Plumbed
ISBN: 978-3-7867-4017-9
Grünewald
In this keen reckoning with 
faith, Tiemo Rainer Peters grap-
ples with key Christian myster-
ies including salvation, resurrec-
tion, and mercy. Without 
adapting them, he follows them 
to the point where they surpass 
our comprehension.

Stefan Knobloch
Becoming Essential!
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3131-3
Grünewald
Church and theology are where 
life takes place, right in the mid-
dle of it! Really? Or does this 
statement just ref lect a wish: a 
pastoral and theological postulate 
that often falls short in practice? 
The author confronts Church and 
theology with this situation.

Wigbert Tocha
Virtues
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3118-4
Grünewald
Virtue: An ancient human con-
cept is making a comeback. The 
life-affirming power of the an-
cient wisdom has meaning for to-
day. The author elucidates seven 
virtues as a way to combat the rei-
fication and rigidity of relation-
ships. They incite self-discovery.

Markus Schiefer Ferrari
Exclusive Offers
ISBN: 978-3-7867-3120-7
Grünewald
Biblical stories of healing relay 
the power of God. Hopeful im-
ages of a healthy future associ-
ated with them often prove to be 
exclusive, despite claims of in-
clusivity. Examples demonstrate 
the extent to which biblical sto-
ries of healing should be read in-
clusively.

Wigbert Tocha
Virtues
ISISBN: 978-3-7867-3118-8 44
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Jörg Bremer (Ed.)
A Goblet for Two
The Ecumenical Debate on Communion for Interdenominational Couples

ISBN: 978-3-7867-3187-0 | Grünewald | Hardback with book ribbon | 
192 pages | 14 x 22 cm | € 24.00 

Annoyance and/or luxury problem?
The Catholic German Bishops’ Conference is experiencing a rift due to the 
question of whether Protestant partners who go to Catholic mass are also per-
mitted to have communion – and if they are, under which conditions. This 
dedicated non-fiction book looks at and analyses the open questions. It takes 
up important ecumenical impulses brought forth by the 500th anniversary cel-
ebration of the Reformation and pleads for constructive solutions to real and 
apparent problems.

Helmut Zenz (Ed.)
Interpreter of Christian Existence
Obituaries – Memories – Tributes: Romano Guardini on the 50th Anniver-
sary of His Death 

ISBN: 978-3-7867-3168-9 | Grünewald | Paperback | 164 pages | 14 x 22 cm | 
€ 28.00

“Died in the call of wisdom”: Romano Guardini
For many of his contemporaries, Romano Guardini was an important philo-
sophical teacher, spiritual master and companion in the youth, liturgical a nd 
cultural movements in preparation for the Second Vatican Council. This is im-
pressively documented in this volume by the collected obituaries, memories 
and tributes. In an unaccustomed way, the current volume offers the fascinat-
ing life picture of a great thinker.

Rolf Zerfass
First, the Kingdom of God
Outlines of a New Pastoral Culture

ISBN: 978-3-7867-3017-0 | Grünewald | Paperback | 192 pages |
14 x 22 cm | € 23.00

Reorientation of Church action in the world
“Seek first the Kingdom of God,” is what Jesus said – and not: Seek first a 
common order of worship, a new deanery homepage or a change in the di-
ocesan structure. Rolf Zerfass’ texts correct the Church priorities: The 
Kingdom of God comes first and with it the promise of a fulfilled and soli-
dary life for all people! This is an encouraging book for everyone who be-
lieves that the Gospel still has a life- liberating power.
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“That We Are All Children of Abraham…”
Helmut Schmidt Meets Anwar as-Sadat: A Religious Conversation on the Nile

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1096-4 | Patmos | Hardcover with dust jacket | 240 pages | 
14 x 22 cm | € 25.00 

A historical meeting continues to have an impact
Two world-renowned statesmen, Helmut Schmidt and Anwar as-Sadat, meet in Decem-
ber 1977. In the conversation with the Egyptian statesman, the rational pragmatist 
Helmut Schmidt explores the importance of the world religions for peace. Karl-Josef 
Kuschel recorded their night-time conversation on the Nile and reveals that it was a 
magic moment of religious dialogue. Its message is still valid today.

Karl-Josef Kuschel
In the Flow of Things
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1042-1
Patmos
Hermann Hesse and Bertolt 
Brecht are both world-famous 
writers of the 20th century. A di-
alogue with Buddha and Lao 
Tsu, has found expression in the 
works of both. This exciting 
study provides surprising in-
sights into the culture and liter-
ary history of the 20th century. 

Reinhold Boschki
Elie Wiesel – A Life Against 
Forgetting
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1079-7
Patmos
Elie Wiesel was deported to Aus-
chwitz and survived. His life’s 
work was to give the victims a 
voice and confront inhumanity. 
In his book, Reinhold Boschki 
recalls the life and work of Elie 
Wiesel from the perspective of a 
student and companion.

Paul Petzel (Ed.)/Borbert 
Reck (Ed.)
From Abba to Zealots
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0887-9
Patmos
A group of 34 Jewish and Chris-
tian scholars joined forces to 
counter falsehoods, in expert 
and yet easily understood terms, 
by means of 58 key words from A 
to Z. Many surprising aspects of 
the Bible come to light. 
Sold: Italian, Dutch

Walter Homolka
Transitions – Observations 
of a rabbi
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0924-1
Patmos 
Walter Homolka comments on 
contemporary happenings in 
terms of the Jewish worldview. 
Concrete events become oppor-
tunities to reveal ethical ques-
tioning, religious background, 
and political positions.

Hermann-Josef Frisch
Encountering the Infinite
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0942-5
Patmos
This book demonstrates how 
people from different religions 
specifically express their faith. 
Every religion has procedures, 
rituals and symbols. Religion is 
what all cultures have in com-
mon – and getting to know each 
other is a fascinating journey.

Kardinal Kasper/Mou-
hanad Khorchide
God’s First Name 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0906-7
Patmos
This book documents the Islam-
ic-Christian discussion the au-
thors had about what unites 
Christians and Muslims in terms 
of mercy. It has been edited by 
experienced Vatican journalist 
Jürgen Erbacher.

Horst Graebe
Knowing More About Islam
ISBN: 978-3-8436-1022-3
Patmos
The topics and texts of this vol-
ume have been developed in 
events of encounter and discus-
sion. They answer the “genuine” 
questions as they arise in the 
daily coexistence of Muslims 
and society. Includes basic 
knowledge about Islam.

Karl-Josef Kuschel
The Bible in the Quran
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0726-1
Patmos
This book is a scholarly and per-
sonal summation of Karl-Josef 
Kuschel’s two decades of study 
of the Bible and the Quran, 
newly revised and expanded to 
include the results of the latest 
scholarly research. This book 
gives the foundations for interre-
ligious dialogue.

Karl-Josef Kuschel
The Bible in the Quran
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-072726-6-11

Karl-Josef Kuschel
In the Flow of Things
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-10442-2-11

Walter Homolka
Transitions – Observatio
of a rabbi

Hermann-Josef Frisch
Encountering the Infinit
ISISBN: 978-3-8436-094942-2-55

ons 
Kardinal Kasper/Mou-
hanad Khorchide
God’s First Name 
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 Old myths in the new media

▶ How feelings determine history
▶ Highly current in times of fake news

Michael Blume
Why Anti-Semitism Threatens 
All of Us 
How New Media Fires Up Old 
Conspiracy Myths

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1123-7
Patmos
Hardcover with dust jacket
200 pages
14 x 22 cm
€ 19.00

Michael Blume, PhD, is a religious 
scholar and political scientist. The protes-
tant Christian is married to a Muslim and 
Head of the »Non-Christian Religions, 
Values, Minorities and Northern Iraq Proj-
ects« Unit in the Baden-Württemberg 
State Department. In 2015/16 he assumed 
responsibility for the state’s special quota 
project for vulnerable women and children 
from Northern Iraq. His doctoral thesis 
was on religion and neuro-theology. In 
2009 leading scientific bloggers awarded 
his blog the Scilogs Prize; he was the first 
German to be appointed to the interna-
tional research network for Evolutionary 
Religious Studies.

According to the Jewish heritage, Shem – one of Noah’s sons – founded the 
tradition of the “Semitic” written religion from which Judaism and Christi-
anity, as well as Islam, arose. Counter-myths that interpreted the solidarity, 
success of education and abundance of children by the Jews and other Sem-
ites as a threatening conspiracy were opposed by this world-changing 
power of the written religions. Through the emergence of media such as 
book printing, radio, films, the Internet and social media, anti-Semitism 
has developed an enormous counter-movement that is capable of shaking 
the basis of civilisation.

In his new book, Michael Blume describes how the interaction of media, 
myths and demography has imprinted human history for the past thou-
sands of years. Furthermore, according to Blume, the battle between 
book-oriented Semitism and the digitally reinvigorated anti-Semitism will 
determine the coming decades. Some democratic constitutional states 
have already reverted into populistic autocracies. The media struggle for 
the future of humanity and the role of the religions within it has actually 
just begun.

By the same author:

Michael Blume 
Islam in Crisis
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0956-2
Patmos 
Islam seems confident of expanding. The opposite is the 
case. Religious scholar Michael Blume explains this scenario 
as a symptom of a deep worldwide crisis in Islam and offers a 
chance of better understanding of the conf lict between cul-
tures.
Sold: Polish
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Albert Biesinger & Sarah
My Children’s Bible
For Sunny and Rainy Days

ISBN: 978-3-8436-0954-8 | Patmos | Hardcover | 122 pages | 16 x 24 cm | € 14.00
Sold: German audio book rights

Bible stories for young and old
Albert Biesinger tells the stories of the Bible in a new way, along with his grand-
daughter, Sarah. They both discover: God is always with us, every day. The stories of 
the Bible are still applicable today and we can compare with the  experiences of our 
everyday life: God comforts us when we are sad, he helps us when we have an argu-
ment with a friend, and he is happy for us when we are glad.
This is a wonderful gift for big and little people from 6 years and up.

Sohelya Sadr
Trampolina
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0628-8
Patmos 
Polina doesn’t have it easy. Her 
teacher threw her out of ballet 
class: “You’re too clumsy,” she 
said. One day Polina visits the 
acrobats in the circus – and in a 
single, brilliant moment clumsy 
Polina actually becomes 
 Trampolina!

Soheyla Sadr
Liese and Böb
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0945-6 
Patmos 
The good can’t help it, it is just 
purely good. But it would like to 
learn how to be bad. “Why do 
you want to learn how to be 
bad?” the bad asks surprised. 
“When you are good all the time, 
some people take advantage”, 
the good answers. And so they 
decide to club together...

Jochen Weeber
Henrietta Feels the Wind
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0881-7
Patmos 
Henrietta has three favorite 
things in life: computer games, 
computer games, and computer 
games. Until one day a ball f lies 
through her window, and as a re-
sult she meets Ollie, Paul, and 
Louise. They take Henrietta 
along to a fascinating place...out-
side! 

Jochen Weeber
What on Earth Is Wrong 
with Gisbert?
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0701-8
Patmos
Gisbert feels very comfortable in 
his giraffe skin. One day he hears 
two hyenas whispering behind 
his back and suddenly feels 
smaller! This continues until 
Gisbert finally knows what.
Sold: English (World)

Petra Fietzek
Everything Is Different for 
Lulu Now 
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0521-2
Patmos
Everything is just fine in Lulu’s 
world. But suddenly, nothing is 
the way it used to be. That makes 
Lulu sad and very angry. This 
book helps children cope with 
radical changes in their lives, 
such as death or divorce.

Annett Stütze / 
Britta Vorbach
Grandpa, What Color is 
Death?
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0953-1
Patmos 
Grandpa rabbit feels that it will 
be his last spring. That’s why he 
decides to talk about death with 
the little rabbit. In the end, the 
little rabbit knows that grandpa 
will always be in his heart.

Martina Steinkühler / 
Anne Fröhlke
The Story of the Good King
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0671-4
Patmos
Many children are not familiar 
with the Lord’s Prayer, or they 
don’t understand what they 
mean. This picture book tells the 
story of God the good king in an 
entirely new way – and very sim-
ply. 

Soheyla Sadr
Matt, Hat and Splash
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0764-3
Patmos
»I was so looking forward to to-
day – and now this!« Matt is ter-
ribly disappointed. It is raining 
cats and dogs outside, and the 
special day planned – just Matt 
and his dad! – he can probably 
forget. But Dad has a totally dif-
ferent opinion!

Soheyla Sadr
Matt, Hat and Splash
ISBN: 978-3-8436-0764-3
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SUnique gift for First Communion

▶ Insightful story of guilt and making amends, 
friendship and solidarity

▶ Explains why people have to f lee their home in a 
child-friendly way 

Jörn Hauf / Uta Hauf / 
Emma Hauf / Frido Hauf
Heavens!
An adventurous story for First 
Communion

ISBN: 978-3-8436-1104-6
Patmos
Hardcover
160 p ages
13 x 21 cm
€ 16.00

Jörn Hauf works at a vacational school, 
thinks about religion and loves to drink 
coffee.

Uta Hauf trains student teachers who 
want to become religion teachers. She likes 
daisies.

Emma Hauf is 17 years old, likes colorful 
clothes and reading books.

Frido Hauf is 12 years old, likes doing 
Shinson Hapkido and wants to have a 
meerkat as a pet.

The higgledy-piggledy and notoriously strenuous 3rd grade of the common 
school in Mittelstadt is growing bigger unexpectedly: in the middle of reli-
gious education class, while some children share their experience of their 
First Communion, the refugee children Abdul and Fathma are put into 
their class. When the ice-breaker activity results in turmoil and tears, the 
whole class gets punished: the eagerly anticipated school trip is cancelled! 
Fortunately, the kids are able to persuade their teacher to give them a sec-
ond chance. But in order to do so, they have to change their behavior, fulfill 
the most stringent demands and meet tough conditions. What the girls and 
boys come up with thereupon and what happens next is as imaginative as it 
is heartwarming. This is an insightful, realistic and fascinating story and it 
becomes clear how the experiences at First Communion are related with 
the everyday life of the children. 

The higgledy-piggledy and notoriously strenuous 3rd
h l i Mitt l t dt i i bi t dl

54

Fathma und Abdul haben sich von Aische nochmal den 
Arbeitsauftrag erklären lassen, und weil sie noch nicht so 
gut auf Deutsch schreiben können, sagen sie ihre Vorschläge 
Aische, die sie dann aufschreibt. 

Als niemand mehr schreibt oder bastelt oder malt oder so 
tut, als würde er schreiben, sammelt Herr Burger die Papier-
streifen ein. Sichtlich zufrieden über die Fülle, heftet er die 
Streifen mit den gelben Magnetsmileys an die Tafel. Schon 
klopft es kurz und heftig: Frau Frostig kommt 
mit Frau Ziegler im Schlepptau durch die 
Tür stolziert. Auf ein hektisches Zeichen 
von Frau Ziegler, hinter dem Rücken von 
Frau Frostig, erheben sich die Kinder 
zögerlich von ihren Plätzen. Herr Burger 
versteht nicht ganz, was das geben soll, und steht einfach 
mal mit auf. Frau Ziegler dirigiert mit den Armen und formt 
mit den Lippen stumm die Worte „Gu-ten Mor-gen, Frau 
Fro-stig“. 
Die Schüler und Herr Burger murmeln im Chor mit. 
Fragend schaut Frau Ziegler Herrn Burger an und nickt 
dabei zwinkernd zur Tafel mit den Papierstreifen. Ohne 

seine Reaktion 
abzuwarten, wendet sie 
sich mit feierlichem 
Tonfall an die Direk-
torin: „Sehr geehrte 
Frau Frostig. Die Klasse
3 b möchte sich in aller 
Form für ihr schlechtes 
Benehmen in letzter 
Zeit entschuldigen. 
Nach einer intensiven 
Auseinandersetzung im 
Unterricht haben die 
Schülerinnen und 

55

Schüler einige gute Taten als Wiedergutmachung an der 
Tafel gesammelt.“ 
Herrn Burger ist anzusehen, dass er auf diese 
großspurige Ankündigung lieber verzichtet hätte. Zu 
spät. Aufmerksam studiert Frau Frostig bereits die 
angehefteten bunten Papierstreifen. Ihr anfängliches 
Lächeln friert dabei zusehends ein. Was sie da an bunten 
Gute-Taten-Vorschlägen zu sehen und zu lesen bekommt, ist 
nicht besonders ruhmreich: „Einmal Tafel putzen.“
„Pausenbrot aufessen.“
„Frau Frostig nicht immer die Zunge rausstrecken, wenn sie 
sich rumdreht.“
„Immer aufzeigen, wenn man was sagen will.“
„Nur schlagen, wenn der andere es verdient hat.“
„Nicht zappeln.“
„Kevin ist doof.“
„Selber doof!“

Und so weiter. 
Außerdem sind da noch auseinandergefaltete Papier-

-
mustern. Und schließlich auf Arabisch und darunter in 
fehlerfreier Aische-Schönschrift: „Fahrt nach Mekka“.

Frau Frostig schüttelt den Kopf: „So geht das nicht. Ihr habt 
euch in letzter Zeit besonders schlecht verhalten. So 

ist. Wenn ihr das wiedergutmachen wollt, dann erwarte ich 
keinen Blödsinn oder irgendwelche Selbstverständlich-
keiten. Sondern bedeutsame gute Taten, die anderen 

Menschen und dem Ansehen der Schule zugutekommen. 
Ich gebe euch genau zwei Wochen Zeit, dann erwarte 

ich Ergebnisse. Die Klassenfahrt bleibt 
so lange weiterhin gestrichen.“ 

Abschließend beugt sie sich kurz 
zu Aische, Fathma und Abdul:

5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555
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Eva Mutscher
The Magic Hat
The Secret of Being Happy 

ISBN: 978-3-86917-687-1 | Eschbach | Hardcover | 48 pages | 12 x 19 cm | € 9.00 

How wishes come true
What is the secret of the special hat that the basket maker’s wife wears every day? The 
couple from the hills seems to be so different from the other people in the small town. 
They are always in a good mood, never really complain and seem happy. There must be 
magic involved here. Or a magical secret ...

Max Bolliger
Miracles Happen Very 
Quickly
ISBN: 978-3-86917-566-9
Eschbach
In twenty-four short stories, the 
well-known Swiss author Max 
Bolliger witnesses Christmas 
from the perspective of the shep-
herds, the animals, the small and 
the weak, allowing us to experi-
ence the miracle at the heart of 
Christmas more truly.

Pierre Stutz
Life is in the Moment
ISBN: 978-3-86917-639-0
Eschbach
Inspired by the play of water and 
stones, Pierre Stutz finds invit-
ing words that don’t postpone 
the rendezvous with a fulfilled 
life. Life Is in the moment 
means: breathing a deep sigh of 
relief, enjoying the creation and 
staying true to yourself in all of 
the changes.

Pierre Stutz
Hope is a Word of Light
ISBN: 978-3-86917-518-8
Eschbach
The honest and perceptive writ-
ings of Pierre Stutz are all about 
hope and vitality. They invite 
you to not close your eyes to shut 
out the darkness, but to open 
them to sources of light that en-
courage us to be hopeful.

Christa Spilling-Nöker
Life Blossoms for You
ISBN: 978-3-86917-598-0
Eschbach
Stories and poems by Christa 
Spilling-Nöker that are all about 
the magic of f lowers: Whether 
tulips, daisies or roses, the small 
and large beings of the f lower 
kingdom are fascinating. They 
sometimes become the center of 
a story that shapes a life anew.

Margot Bickel
Go Your Own Path – and 
find your destination
978-3-86917-516-4
Eschbach
The wind and the ocean, the 
light and the dark, the house and 
the path: in her spectacularly po-
etic texts, Margot Bickel cap-
tures moods and images that in-
spire us to take our lives into our 
own hands.

Cornelia Elke Schray
I Will Be Back, Whispers 
the Light
ISBN: 978-3-86917-489-1
Eschbach
When a beloved person dies, 
they leave behind a deep hole. 
For those who grieve, the dark-
ness seems to have no end. The 
words of Cornelia Elke Schray 
are a comforting hand to lighten 
the burden of sadness.

Rainer Haak
An Angel Named Wilma
ISBN: 978-3-86917-637-6
Eschbach
Christmas is the time of angels 
and lights, in which a star comes 
into the darkness and a glow that 
only love can produce. Rainer 
Haak’s Christmas stories are 
about the miracles that happen 
today, right in the middle of our 
everyday world. 

Eva Mutscher
The Secret of the Little 
Sadness
ISBN: 978-3-86917-601-7
Eschbach 
In a humorous way, this little 
story tells about an unexpected 
discovery and a special kind of 
worldly wisdom: Those who do 
not turn sadness away from their 
doorstep leave the door open for 
joy in life, cheerfulness and 
courage to also return soon.

Pierre Stutz
Hope is a Word of Light
ISISBNBN: 978-3-86917-7 51518-8-88

Pierre Stutz
Life is in the Moment
ISISBNB : 978-3-86917-63639-9-00

Max Bolliger
Miracles Happen Very 
Quickly

Eva Mutscher
The Secret of the Little
Sadness

Christa Spilling-Nöker
Life Blossoms for You
ISISBN: 978-3-86917-5998-8-00

Margot Bickel
Go Your Own Path – and
find your destination

r Cornelia Elke Schray
I Will Be Back, Whispers
the Light

d 
Rainer Haak
An Angel Named Wilma
ISISBN: 978-3-86917-6337-7 66
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▶ Birthdays
▶ Humorous and truly refreshing

Rainer Haak
Bird’s-Eye Views
Good Wishes for Inspiration

ISBN: 978-3-86917-683-3
Eschbach
Hardcover 
48 pages
12 x 19 cm
€ 9.00

Rainer Haak worked as a waiter, book 
dealer, pastor, concert organiser and tour 
operator before he became one of the most 
successful book authors in the German- 
language region with more than 9 million 
books sold.

Listen to a bird and imagine that it sings only for you! Rainer Haak’s inspir-
ing wishes invite you to take a new look at your own life. His poems encour-
age you have open eyes for life’s diversity and an open heart for all the 
friendship and love that is given to you.

By the same author:

Rainer Haak
Monsieur Jacque’s Gift
ISBN: 978-3-86917-600-0
Eschbach
Rainer Haak introduces us to Monsieur Jacques, a loveable 
bon vivant. Jacques tells short stories from everyday life or 
unusual encounters in his diary. They all express a special 
worldly wisdom that involves the love of life.

By 
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Fresh Herbal Drinks

ISBN: 978-3-7995-1285-5 | Thorbecke| Hardcover | 72 pages | 19 x 19 cm | 
€ 14.00 

From the herb bed to the cocktail glass
Lemon balm, coriander and thyme are no longer just found in food but have 
also become a popular ingredient in the bar scene when mixing cocktails and 
drinks. The unique recipe blends of juice, alcohol and herbs give the innova-
tive drinks an extra portion of aroma – sometimes gentle, sometimes stimu-
lating, but always exciting. For example, you can surprise your guests with an 
aromatic Orange-Thyme Daiquiri or a fragrant Raspberry-Basil Spritz!

Lynn Hoefer
Heavenly Healthy
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1291-6
Thorbecke
With her creative recipes, Lynn 
Hoefer shows the ease of healthy 
nutrition entirely without indus-
trial products, redefined sugar 
and gluten. Her book is more 
than just a cookbook: It’s an atti-
tude towards life, full of fun with 
good products, delicious recipes 
and an healthy lifestyle.

Iris Lange-Fricke
Glow Food
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1246-6
Thorbecke
With a balanced, healthy diet 
and an active life we feel good 
and ”glow” from within. Iris 
Lange-Fricke has developed in-
comparably delicious recipes 
that provide our body with vita-
mins, minerals, antioxidants and 
everything else we need for the 
perfect complexion.

Caroline Franke
Rainbow Buddha Bowl
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1215-2
Thorbecke
Happy and content, with a pleas-
antly filled belly like a Buddha – 
that’s the promise of the new 
Rainbow Buddha Bowls, which 
are filled with lots of colorful, 
healthy and delicious ingredi-
ents. The California trend has 
made its way around the world!

Ulrike Schneider/Jutta 
Schneider
Baking with Ancient Grains
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1121-6
Thorbecke 
Everybody’s talking about an-
cient grains like spelt and emmer 
but also about pseudo-cereals 
such as quinoa and chia. Ancient 
grains have a lot to offer; they are 
varied, full of nutrients, and 
taste delicious. Give them a try!

Katharina Saheicha/
Sophia Maureen Saheicha
Celebrations the Vegetarian 
Way
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0620-5
Thorbecke
What to do when vegetarians 
and non-vegetarians are eating 
at the same table on special occa-
sions? No problem, here you’ll 
find fabulous vegetarian recipes 
for every occasion!

Helene Holunder
The Vegan Family – We Are 
What We Eat!
ISBN 978-3-7995-1040-0
Thorbecke
There really are vegan recipes 
that everybody likes! Blogger 
Helene Holunder aims to gener-
ate more curiosity about and de-
mand for vegan food according 
to the motto: “More vegan for 
everyone more often!”

Doris Brugger/Cristina 
Pedrazzini
Vegetarian Cooking Delight
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1091-2 
Thorbecke
Most fun of all is to share good 
food with family and friends. So 
that everyone can enjoy the meal 
together, each recipe states 
whether it can be prepared glu-
ten free, lactose free or vegan. 
This is pure vegetarian delight!

Hildegard Möller
Soda, Spritzers and Fizz
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1025-7
Thorbecke
Gabi and Tine are best friends. 
When Tine is diagnosed with 
cancer and later moves into a 
hospice, they text each other 
heart wrenching, encouraging 
and sad messages. The fragmen-
tary style of this exceptional cor-
respondence has its own charm.
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▶ More than just a cookbook: with stories and unique 
landscape photographs

▶ The Caribbean is one of the most popular cruise 
destinations 

▶ By the photographer of New York Christmas and the 
author trio of Hello Snow

Julia Cawley/Saskia van 
Deelen/Vera Schäper
Hola Sol
Caribbean – Palm Trees, Beach and 
Good Food

ISBN: 978-3-7995-1339-5
Thorbecke
Hardcover
176 pages with many photos
19 x 26 cm
€ 28.00

Julia Cawley is a freelance photogra-
pher. After spending five years in New 
York, her adopted home is now Hamburg. 
Her photos can be found in various cook-
books and food magazines. Furthermore, 
she has run the »Liz & Jewels« food blog 
for many years.

Vera Schäper is a graphic designer and 
lecturer from Cologne, where she develops 
book and magazine concepts. Together 
with Jens Rehling, she operates the design 
office of vrej. Vera loves yoga and is cur-
rently studying to become a consciousness 
trainer.

Saskia van Deelen lives in Hamburg. 
She holds a degree in business administra-
tion, works as a nutritionist and passion-
ately cooks, bakes, writes, styles and pho-
tographs for her »Dee’s Küche« (Dee’s 
Kitchen) food blog.

We say goodbye to the snow and cold because this cookbook offers a pure 
summer-sun-holiday feeling! The recipes and stories are inspired by the 
culinary diversity of Central America, the beaches of the Caribbean and 
the impressive Latin American lifestyle – because not just life but also the 
cooking pots bubble here. The recipes in this book are as diverse and ex-
traordinary as the countries and people of the Caribbean: Creole fish, Mex-
ican tacos and Caribbean bowls paired with Indian spices and exotic fruit.

By the same authors:

Julia Cawley/Saskia Van Deelen/Vera Schäper 
Hello Snow
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1290-9
Thorbecke 
The authors of this book make this year’s winter magical! 
With beautiful winter photos, texts full of a wintery atmo-
sphere and many recipes that invite us to enjoy them, they 
bring the winter mood into our homes and make sure that 
this very special time is simply perfect.
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Frank Winter
MarmelaMania
Wonderfully Crazy Marmalade Compositions

ISBN: 978-3-7995-1284-8 | Thorbecke | Hardcover | 104 pages | 19 x 19 cm | 
€ 16.00 

Crazy marmalade recipes with a pinch of experimental joy
Who actually decides what is allowed in marmalade and what is not? No one, 
according to Frank Winter. The result of his marmalade experiments are ex-
traordinary creations, into which herbs, dark beer, gin, cocoa or red beets have 
wandered at times. His best and most extraordinary creations with sonorous 
names such as “Bathed in Rose Water” or “Orange Fire” are found in this book.

Nileen Marie Schaldach
Empanadas
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1272-5
Thorbecke
Nileen Marie Schaldach sur-
prises readers with delicious 
variations of empanadas – little 
pastries from Spain – for every 
taste. These are filled with fresh 
Ingredients – whether meat, veg-
etable and cheese or even as a 
heavenly sweet temptation with 
chocolate and fruit.

Andrea Natschke- 
Hofmann
Baking from the Fruit 
Garden
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1248-0
Thorbecke 
The author comes from a family 
of bakers and discovered her love 
for this as a child. New recipes 
and newly interpreted classics 
organized according to the sea-
son awaken a desire for baked 
goods with fruit and vegetables.

Enjoying Easter
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1162-9
Thorbecke
Celebrating Easter, hunting for 
painted eggs, excitement about 
the first spring f lowers outdoors 
– anyone looking forward to 
these things will find just the 
right recipes in this heavenly 
Easter cookbook, from brunch 
to Good Friday fish to a big Eas-
ter feast.

Carina Seppelt
Burgers from Beef to 
Veggie
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1146-9
Thorbecke
We love burgers! But can they 
also be healthy? Yes, of course! 
Carina’s burgers are delicious, 
quick to make, and much health-
ier than the well-known fast-
food versions. And they are gen-
uinely homemade!

Carina Seppelt
Kale Rediscovered
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1097-4
Thorbecke
Kale is taking over modern kitch-
ens! The healthy vegetable liter-
ally has it all. Its phytochemicals, 
vitamins, minerals and antioxi-
dants make it a superfood among 
vegetables. It contains lots of 
protein and iron - a real alterna-
tive for vegetarians and vegans. 

Carina Seppelt
Breakfast Grains & 
Porridge
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1026-4
Thorbecke
Cereal is out, breakfast grains 
and porridge are in! They are 
easily digestible, satisfy you for a 
long time without distressing 
the body, and deliver enough en-
ergy and vitamins for the health-
iest possible start to your day. 

Stefanie Knorr
Naturally Sweet Treats in 
Glass
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1073-8
Thorbecke
Stefanie Knorr presents deli-
cious creations spooned from 
glasses and cups that are guaran-
teed to entice you to indulge. 
The delicacies are sweetened 
with natural sweeteners, for the 
healthiest possible enjoyment.

Julia Ewers/Lukas Baseida
Jam Cocktails
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1292-3
Thorbecke
Jam cocktails are fruity and deli-
cious drinks that become a very 
special taste experience by add-
ing jam. The latest food trend 
from the USA proves: The com-
position of cocktails and jams 
isn’t just unusual – it’s extraordi-
narily delicious. Discover that 
jam isn’t just for breakfast!
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▶ A harmonious mix of recipes and DIY for home use
▶ For every season: Easter or Christmas, summer or 

winter
▶ Special design in magazine style
▶ Winner of the 2018 Garden & Home Blog Award in 

the area of “Home & Living”

Silke Rothenburger-Zerrer
Life is Beautiful
Soothing Recipes and Handmade 
Things For Your Home

ISBN: 978-3-7995-1316-6
Thorbecke
Hardcover 
160 pages
19 x 24 cm
€ 25.00

Silke Rothenburger lives with her 
family in Backnang, a little town near 
Stuttgart. She works as a secretary at a 
grammar school. In her leisure time, she 
cooks, bakes, does handicrafts and photo-
graphs as a creative balance to her office 
job. Already as a child, she was constantly 
at her grandfather’s little bakery and espe-
cially liked to be in the baking room. She 
sees her “House No 37” blog as the ideal 
connection between all of her hobbies. As 
with the blog, she also wants to inspire 
other people with her book. 

Silke Rothenburger has many wonderful ideas about how we can make our 
life and home more beautiful for us and our loved ones. She offers uncom-
plicated recipes for delicious little things and do-it-yourself ideas that let 
the set table radiate – no matter whether in summer or winter, at Easter, 
birthdays or Christmas: There is always a reason for creating a little island 
in everyday life for ourselves and our fellow human beings with much love: 
a place to enjoy community and a sense of emotional security.

Also available:

Birgit Fazis
My Little Kitchen by the Lake
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1181-0
Thorbecke 
In this book, the author surprises readers with fantastic 
feel-good recipes without frills but lots of good taste and 
the desire for an enjoyable life. A feel-good book with many 
atmospheric images. Lovingly designed and with a special 
layout. 
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Martina Gödlner-Kabitzsch
Blossom Dinner
Special Menus with Edible Flowers

ISBN: 978-3-7995-1318-0 | Thorbecke | Hardcover | 184 pages | 23 x 27 cm | 
€ 26.00 

Classy menus for the senses!
Using blossoms in the kitchen means appealing to our senses with their beauty, 
fragrance and taste. Martina Göldner-Kabitzsch will take you on a journey of 
discovery through a colourful garden full of edible blossoms. Discover the 
smell and taste of the individual blossoms, as well as how they are used in the 
kitchen for fine menus. You will also learn how to “capture” and preserve their 
aroma in order to enjoy roses, lavender, daylily and jasmine all year round.

Healthy Herbal Delight
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1024-0
Thorbecke
It is impossible to imagine cook-
ing without herbs. At one point, 
however, herbs were almost 
completely out of fashion. Luck-
ily that’s not the case nowadays. 
Basic herbs may still dominate 
the culinary stage, but many 
other herbs add to the profusion 
of fresh and vitamin-rich season-
ings and medicines.

Christine Amalia Bischoff
Herbal Knowledge From the 
Monastery
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0616-8
Thorbecke
Based on medieval sources, the 
author examines which healing 
properties were attributed to 
various plants, how they were 
used, and explains how herbs 
can be used today – in teas, infu-
sions, compresses, smoothies 
and more .

Susanne Oswald
Let’s Go Outside!
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0619-9
Thorbecke
Discovering plants and animals 
with children, playing and eating 
outside, crafts with natural ma-
terials, nature offers nearly un-
limited opportunities. Anyone 
who spends time with children 
outdoors will be amazed by their 
observational skills and all they 
perceive. So let ś go outside!

Dorothée Waechter
A Potpourri of Flowers
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0615-1
Thorbecke
How to put together the best 
combinations, what to take into 
consideration, and how to com-
plement the lovely field of f low-
ers with just the right shrubs or 
bulb f lowers is explained by pop-
ular gardening expert Dorothée 
Waechter in her this book.

Dorothée Waechter
Organic Gardening in the 
Wink of an Eye
ISBN: 978-3-7995-1038-7
Thorbecke
From choosing the right soil to 
creating play areas for children, 
from establishing f lower mead-
ows for butterf lies, these 50  
small projects, each just requir-
ing a few hours will get you on 
your way to an organic garden.

Ira König
Lemon Grass and Rose 
Petals
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0237-5
Thorbecke
Make your own soaps, scents 
and more. None of this is diffi-
cult. Step-by-step instructions 
explain clearly how it is done and 
how you can enjoy or give away 
your own fragrant delights.

Gabriela Nedoma
Organic Cosmetics
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0625-0
Thorbecke
Gabriela Nedoma uses only 
plant-based products, most can 
be found locally. Her cosmetics 
are gentle for the body, but also 
for the environment: no animals 
must die to make them and their 
footprint is minimal.
Sold: Italien, Spanish (EU)

Martina Göldner- 
Kabitzsch
Flavors We Love
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0377-8
Thorbecke
Come along on a journey of dis-
covery, exploring the world of 
culinary f lavors! Coffee, vanilla 
or mint most often bring to mind 
sweet treats, but this book 
demonstrates that they can also 
add sophisticated aromas to 
meat, fish and vegetables. 
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about your garden

▶ Informative facts about gardening half-truths 
▶ Written in an engaging and entertaining style 
▶ Beautifully illustrated with historical plant pictures
▶ A wonderful gift for all garden fans

Andreas Barlage
How Do Roots Know Where 
Down Is? 
Worthwhile and Curious Facts about 
the Garden

ISBN: 978-3-7995-1330-2
Thorbecke
Hardcover
184 pages
13 x 21 cm
€ 22.00

Born in 1963, Andreas Barlage al-
ready had his first experiences with gar-
dening as a teenager in his parents’ garden. 
After studying horticulture at the Univer-
sity of Hanover, he worked in the green 
sector right from the start and has ap-
peared as an author, editor and lecturer 
from more than 15 years. In the course of 
his activities, he moved a number of times 
and found a new garden situation at each of 
his domiciles that he continued to shape. It 
is no wonder that he is familiar with many 
location conditions and the plants that 
grow there. This is ref lected in the many 
books with a guide character that he has 
already written.  

Where do insects actually spend the winter? Do plants grow better when I 
talk to them? Can a plant get sunburned? Why do the weeds somehow al-
ways grow better than the f lowers that I planted? 

Such questions and similar ones are asked time and again by every enthusi-
astic (hobby) gardener. Andreas Barlage answers these and many other 
questions, disproving old wives’ tales and myths from the plant world in an 
engaging and entertaining way thanks to extensive knowledge from his 
own garden practice.

By the same author:

Andreas Barlage
Rooted In My Heart
ISBN: 978-3-7995-0781-3
Thorbecke
Andreas Barlage divulges secrets from the treasure trove of his 
encounters with garden plants that have literally taken root in his 
heart, and without which no garden (of his) would be complete. 
Everything hasn’t always gone smoothly in his garden. Mistakes 
made in ignorance, however, motivated him to search for the per-
fect solution – and find it.
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